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$250.00 for School Bad Man Caught
Additional evidence of the in
terest taken in this Mesa and her
people by the managers of the
Kail Road which does &o much to
make this country like other
states, was furnished last week
and incidentally the Pleasant
View School District received
substantial encouragement. Re
cently Postmaster, Wm. G. John
son in behalf of the District
wrote President James Douglas
Ry. at New
of the
York stating that this District
had built a fine' modern Rural
School building most of, the cost
havingbeen raised by subscrip
tion. That they needed money
and suggesting;r$l00.00 as an
'which would be grateful-laccepted if he saw fit to con- tribute' ; ..
Last Saturday a letter was received communicating the greetings
of the Ry. to the school District
and enclosing a check for $250.00
This amount covers all the re
raaining indebtedness on the
building and is received with due
gratitude by the District which
has struggled so hard to get
school advantages for their children.
School is now being conducted
in the new building with Mr.
Hornsby, late of Kentucky.as
y

Ir-vi- n

teacher.
We congratulate Pleasant View
on what they have accomplished
and commend their tireless effort
and enterprise, to the other dis-

tricts in need of Schools.
Miss Belle Van Horn came
down Wednesday from Raton
where she is now Matron of the
Hospital at Gardner, a suburd of
that coal town, and will visit
friends here for some time. Miss
Van Horn has seen much Red
Cross service the past few years
here and in Old Mexico and has
won an enviable reputation as a
Trained Nurse.
í

LeanderFox came in from his
.Union County ranch Tuesday and
made application for Final Proof.
He also ordered the S-- sent to
his father at Kanawa, Oklahoma
for a year.
A

W. H.'Guthman returned

last

week from his visit to Arkansas
but is not talking for publication
so we can't say just what he
learned. We hope with others
that he has decided to stay here
and get the good of what he has
learned about farming and thé
start he has made.

...:..:

The Bandit who wounded a
man and stole a horse near. Mt
Dora last week-tri- ed
to kill one
of the Jaritas Ranch fence riders
and was pursued by a posse from
Abbott several days was captured
by Sim Cally at his ranch on Red
River last Saturday. Sim ran
him wnile riding the range
got
and
the drop on him. The
fellow was turned over to the Union Ceuntp officers and taken to
Clayton to jail., His conduct has
been peculiar and it is hard to
place him. He refuses to give a
name or reason for his actions.
ss

.

Despite the inclement weather
the deep snow and slush there
were 55 present at the Roy Sun
day School last Sunday morning
and in the evening the Christian
Endeavor meeting and sermon
following by Rev. Ford, were well
attended. The people of Roy ar
' Boosters" in their religious life
as well as in the other activities
in which they are engaged and
nothing .they attempt is half
done.
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The Roy Band will give a Masquerade Ball at the Hall the evening before St. Patricks' Day.
Music will be by the Roy Orchestra and a banquet will be
served during the evening. The
Band is a new element in the social life of Roy and it will be
received and encouraged to
make good. The first regula
Band Praetice last week developed that there were several players who could deliver the goods
on thki start and visitors in town
were hard to convince that this
was the first meeting for prac
tice.

The principal of Cause and Effect applies to this part of New
Mexico just as in does to every
part of this United States. The
causes which have created civiliz-

,
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Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Norman,
son and daughter of Binger, Ok
lahoma, arrived in Roy, Saturday
for a visit with the, G finer Girls
who are the lady's sisters. They

started in their new! Ford car
and got as far as Tucumcari when
the snow storm over took them
The ladies came on on the train

.

-
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Cause and Effect

Born to Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Visita pastoral y Misa tendrán Raines, Saturday, Feb. 19th, a
lugar en la capilla de San Jorge, sou. Mother and child doing
de Roy el dia 5 del mes de Marzo fine. They are at the Morris Ho
del ano 1915, a las 9:30 de la tel in Roy where they will remain
until they can return to their
mañana,
Se debe de Avisar el dia antes home in La Cinta Canyon.
- o sea a mi llegada en la plaza por
Quite a number of Solano peo
los enfermos oue reclaman los ple were in town Wednesday, A- auxilios de la Religion.
mong them we noted Ernest
Choate, J. W. Mackey. Jno. Hor
A. C. Cellier,
ton, and D. M. Talbott. They
were tired of being snowed in
Church Services shall take and came to town in spite of the
place in the Chapel of St. George mud and bad roads.
on the 5th day of Feb. 1915,
9:30 a.m.
Ben Patton is still on the con
Notices of sick calls should be valescent list. He does not seem
given the previous day, upon my to gain strength very fast after
arrival in town.
his recent severe illness.
.'
A.
;
C. Cellier.
Fred Brown drove his Over
r
- Catholic Pastor.
land to Mosquero Monday, and
brought back two traveling men,
Geo. Hewlett is still cutting
It was a disagreeable drive and
meat in the Davis Market.
takes a good car to stand it.
Cura-Parroc-

.

St. Patricks Ball

Iglesia Católica

:

-

FEBRUARY 27

but Mr. Norman and son came
with the car. They ran out of
gasoline and had a team to pull
them in the last few miles. They
Mrs. Julianita Baca was called will visit here several weeks.
to Las Vegas Saturday by the
Bob Grunig is rejoicing ' over
death of her sister, Mrs. Anacita
Romero, who died Saturday receibt of Final Certificate to his
morning. Mrs. Baca has been homestead this week. A protest
living in Roy of late keeping had been filed against it but the
house for her son, Euphia Baca, charges did not stick and taking
salesman at the Davis store. the case to the Department in the
Mrs. Romero was nearly 80 years proper manner secured favorable
of age and a member of one of action after the case had laid up
trie most prominent families in for many months and caused Bob
a lot of unnecessary worry. If
the state.
any homesteader on the mesa de
serves his claim it is Grunig.

..'
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With CHárity For All- - And With Firmness In The Right

None- -

ROY, MORA COUNTY, NEW MEXICO. SATURDAY,

'

TT

ed and satisfactory conditions in
every county-- in every state in the
United States as civilization1 has
advanced, will produce the same
results here and it is but a question of a short time when the
rush of immigration will solve
the problems of Self Government
here just as it has in every county
west of the Mississippi River
within the past fifty years. They
are coming and the opposition of
the men who blindly insist that
"They never have come and I've
been here, all the time" wont prevent it any more than it has in
the other states where the "Old
Timer" stood in the way but was
finally stampeded or run over by
the march of Progress. Right
will eventually prévail and those
who oppose it now will benefit by
it when it does come. The history of the past three hundred
years in New Mexico is the proof
of the necessity for her reformation. She must become one of
and like the United States.
.

R. E. Alldredge, Mgr. of the
Floersheim store at Springer and
S. Floersheim, President of the
Co. came down te Roy Wednesday in company with Herman
Ilfeld, of the Ilteld Co. at Las
Vegas and Ben Strickfadden who
representé the Internationa! Harvester Co. They selected an or
der of a carload of Tillage machinery and a car of Harvesting
maceines and also a miscellaneous
car for the two stores here and
Springer. They are also taking
on the agency for the small Farm
Tractors now built by the I.H.C.
and are getting ready for the
greatest farming boom this country ever saw this summer.

The six inches of wet snow
which fell last Friday night has
relieved the anxiety of the farm
ers regarding the wheat crop.
The wheat has stood the winter
well and there was still plenty
of moisture in the ground but
spring winds were a menace.
Now with the added moisture and
the probability of winds greatly
reduced, the farmers are be
ginning to plan what they" will
do with the money for this years
crop. Prospects were never
better.
;.
'
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SYNOPStS.
Cáptala Abraham Rom ftad Aagafee,
Ms wife, hove kwt their ttttle home
through Abe's vntacky purchase of Tena-fl- y
Gold mining stock. Their household
Soda Bold, the $W0 auction money, J1
hey have left. wfB pteoe Abe In the Old
Man'i horoe, or Angy in the Old Lady's
none. Both are
bsrt Aba
cides: "My dear, this is the fort time
rye had a chance to take the wast of K."
old couple bid good-b- y
to the Bttte
Jle
house. Terror of "what folks will say"
ends them along
to the grate of
the Old Ladies home. Miss Abigail, matron of the Old Ladies' home, hears of
the ill fortune of the old couple. She tells
the other old ladies, and Bloesy, who has
paid a double fee for the only double bedchamber, voices the unanimous verdict
that Abe must be taken in with his wife.
Abe awakens next morning to find that
) is "Old Lady No. SL" The old ladies
ive him such a warm welcome that he
Is made to feel at home at once. "Brother
Abe" expands under the warm reception
of the sisters, and a reign of peace begins
in the Old Ladles' home. Abe is the center of the community. The
visit of Blossy's aged lover, Capt. Samuel
Darby, is due. Abe advises her to marry
1dm. For the first time the captain falls
to appear. Blossy consults Abe so often
regarding Darby, his old captain in the
service, that gossip begins to
wax. Aunt Nancy takes Abe to task for
(flirting with Blossy. He is much concerned when he learns that Angy is Jealous. Blossy drives away with Darby to
whange
married. Abe loses popularity. The
reacts on him and the doctor
him to bed. Then he is at the mercy
of the old ladies. Darby comes to see him.
by-pat- hs

semi-annu- al

ife-avln-

g

or-d- ra

CHAPTER XI

grance of balsam and sea salt Deck
to active Cíe among men!
"Men, men, nawOrin' but men!"
Samuel exploded as if he had read the
other's thought "Nawthm' bat men
fer a hall week, that's my prescription for yew! IXaow dew yew feel
naow, mote?"
For answer Abe made a quick spring
out of his chair, and in his bare feet
commenced to dance a gentle,
ring breakdown, cryCapn Saml, you've
ing, "Hy-gtrsaved my life!" While Darby clapped
bis hands together, proud beyond
measure at his success as the emancipator of his woman-ridde- n
friend.
Neither heard the door open nor saw
Angy standing on the threshold, half
paralysed with fear and MnMnqitt
thinking that she was witnessing the
mad delirium of a dying man, until she
called out her husband's name. At
the sound of her frightened voice, Abe
stopped short and reached for the
blanket with which to cover Mmqf,
"Naow dont git skeered, mother,
don't git steeped," be adjured her.
Tm all right in my head. Cap'n
Saml here, he brtmg me some wonderful medicine. He "
"Hkwsy sadd you HdV interrupted
Angy, a light of intense gratitude
flashing across her face as she turned
eagerly to Darby. "Lemme see the
bottle."
"I chucked it out o' the winder," affirmed Samuel without winking, and
Abe hastened to draw Angy'B attention back to Mmseif.
"See, mother, I kin stand as good
as anybody; haint got no fever; I kin
walk alone. Tew seen me dancin' jest
naow, tew. An' ef I had that peekj
leetlebanty rooster of a doctor here,
rd kick him all the way deown stairs.
Cap'n SamTs wuth twenty-fiv- e
o' him."
"Tew kept the prescription, didnt
yer, cap'n?" demanded Angy.- "Naow
ef he should be took agin an' "
Samuel turned away and coughed.
"Mother, mother," cried Abe. "shet
the door an' come set deown er all the
in. Fve had a
sistersll come
invite, I have."
Angy closed the door and came forward, her wary suspicious eye trailing
from the visitor to her husband.
"Hy-guain't it splendid!" Abe
burst forth. "Me an' Cap'n Saml here
is
over ter Bleak Hill fer a
week."
"Bleak Hill in December!" Angy
cried, aghast "Naow, see here, father," resolutely, "medicine er no
y,

LOUISE PORSSLUND
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Continued.

Abraham flushed. He did not care
to recall Samuel's wedding day. He
hastened to ask the other what had

-

y,

decided him and Blossy to come today, and was informed that Miss Abi'
gail had written to tell Blossy that if medicine"
got
"He's
git hardened up,"
ter
she ever expected to see her "Brother
firmly
Interposed
Darby; "ltH
Doctor
Abe" alive again she mnet come over
be
makin'
him."
o'
the
to Shorevttle at the earliest possible
Angy turned on Samuel with ruffled
moment
feathers.
"Then I says ter Blossy," concluded
Yew
"Hell freeze to death.
Captain Darby, "I Bays, says I, 'Jest
"
itemme see that air old henpecked chant
Here Abe's stubborn wffl, so rarely
Abe Rose. Fll kill him er cure him!"
against Angy's gentle persistence,
set
I says. Here, yer pipe's out Light
"
up in defiance:
rose
rep agtnr
1
"We're
on
a
reglar
No.
A
tremAbe struck the match with a
'
spree
boys,
with
womenno
the
an'
by
bling hand, unnerved once more
ter stop us neither."
the speculation as to what might have folks is
"When?" asked Angy faintly, feelhappened had Samuel's treatment
ing Abe's brow, but to her surprise
worked the other way.
"I left Blossy and Aunt Nancy finding it cool and healthy.
"Termorrer!" proclaimed Samuel;
ftJroggin' an'
down stairs."
whereupon
Abe looked a little dubious
Abe sighed: "Aunt Nancy allers was
and lifted up his two feet wrapped as
more bark than bite."
"Humph!
Barkin' cats must be they were in the blanket to detertryin' ter live with. Abe," he tapped mine the present strength of his legs.
"Dont yer think yer'd better make
the old man's knee again, "dew yew
day after termorrer?" he ventured.
it
fcrww what yew need? A lee tie vacalong erbout May er June?"
"Or
tion, a change of air. Yew want ter
Angy
hastily
amended.
old
ladies'
cut loose from this
Samuel gave an exasperated grunt
ehebang an' go skylarkin'.'.' Abe hung
"See here, whose spree is this?"
on Samuel's words, his eyes
with anticipation. . "Tes, yes, go sky- Abe demanded of the little old wife.
She sighed, then resolved on stratlarkin'! Wont we make things hum?
egy:
ob"Thar's hummin' an' hummin',"
"Naow, Abe, ef yew be bound an'
jected Abe, with a sudden show of
caution. "Miss Abigail thinks more o' possessed ter go ter the beach, yew
visitin' tew, an'
washday than some folks does o' go; but I'm
heaven. Wharabouts dew yew caklate I couldn't git the pair o' us ready indeown ter see
side a week. I'm
ion
naow,
me
jist
ast
pendm',
Blossy.
She
Tew Bleak Hffl!"
says,
Cap'n
cures
Sam'l
here
Abe
she
face
lost
Abraham's
its cautious
Book, his eyes sparkled once mora Go up ernoagh ter git him oft I thought
station where she was crazy then."
pack to the
Samuel knocked the ashes out of
he had worked in his histy youth
to the sound of the surf upon the Ms pipe against the window sill and
back to the pines and cedars arose to go.
beach, oat of the bondage of
"Waal," he said grudgingly, "make
jdry old lavgodcr to the goodly fra It a week from terday then, ntia er
.

a-g-

all-fir- ed

life-savi- ng

ek

,

shine, snow er Mow, er a blizxard.
Ef yer ever
ter git hardened,
Abe, mow's the time! IH drive over
long erbout ten o'clock an' git somebody ter sail us from here; er ef the
bay freezes over twixt naow a?f then,
ter take us In a scooter."
A "Bcooter it may be explained, Is
an iceboat peculiar to the Great South
bay a sort of modifled dinghy on runners.
,
"Yes yes, a scooter," repeated Samuel, turning suddenly on Abe with
the sharp inquiry: "Air yew
erin'? Haint, eh? Waal then, a week
from terday, so be It!" he ended. "But
me an' Blossy is
ter see yew
off an' on pooty frequent meanst-whilan', Abe, ef ever I ketch yew
abed,- - 111 leave yer ter yer
own destruction."
in'

e;

in

ner of one who makes a sacrifice in

a

worthy cause, Abe broke into an explosive protest
H any one fretted him in his somewhat fretful convalescence, it was thisi
grenadier member of the household,,
who eince Blossy's marriage had endeavored to fill the vacant post of
"guardeen angeL"
"Mis' Holman," he sputtered, rising to his feet, "I wouádnt wear a red
an' green plaid tie to a eel's funeral- !Then with a somewhat ungracious
"good-night- "
to the company in general, be trudged across the hall and up
the stairs, muttering something to
himself about a "paeael of meddlers."
Miss Abigail, who
had been nodding half aéleep, roused
herself to call after him, and be
paused unwillingly to heed.
t"
"Naow, dont yew lose no sleep
she admonished,
erbout the change In yer vittiea. I
totd Cap'n Saml that hardtack an
sech like wouldn't never do fer yer
weak stummick, an' he promised me
faithful he'd send somebody tew the
mainland every day fer milk."
"Dew yew think I be a baby?
shouted Abraham, turning on his heeL
"I know now what makes my teeth so
sore lately," mumbling to himself;
an' all
"it's from this here arrer-roo- t
these puddin'y messes. They need
hardenm', tew."
Well-meani-

ter-nigh-

CHAPTER X1L

in

"A Paasel of Meddlers."
Angy'B secret hope that Abe would

change his mind and abandon the
projected trip to the beach remained
unfulfilled, in spite of the fact that
cold weather suddenly descended on
the South Bide, and the bay became
first "scummed" over with ice, and
then frozen so solid that an its usual
craft disappeared, and the "scooters"
took possession of the field.
Abe and Samuel held stubbornly to
their reckless intentions; and the sisters, sharing Angy's anxiety, grew solicitous almost to the point of active
interference. They withheld nothing
in the way of counsel, criticism, or
admonition which could be offered.
"Naow," said Mrs. Homan in her
most commanding tones at the end of
a final discussion in the big hall, on
the evening before the date set for departure, "ef yew Ye bound, bent an'
determined, Brother Abe, to run In the
face of Providence, yew want tew
mmd one thing, an' wear yer best
set of flannels termorrer."
"Sho, thar haint no danger of me
ketchin cold," decried Abe.
"I didnt say yer thickest set of
flannels; I said yer best When a man
gits throwed out onto the ice
the thickness of his clo'es ain't
goin' to help him much. The fust
thing I alius taught my husbands was
to have everything clean an' whole on,
when thar was any likelihood of a sudden death."
"Yew 'spect me tew go an' prink up
fer a sudden death?" thundered Abraham. "I hain't never heard tell on a
scooter
nobody yit; it's them
plagued iceboats up state what "
"That's all very well," persisted Mrs.
Homan, not to be diverted from her
subject; "but when old Doctor Billings
got run over by the train at Mastic
Crossin' on Fourth o July eight year
ago, his wife told me with her own
lips that she never would git over it
cuz he had his hull big toe s tickin'
out o' the end of his stockin'. . I tell
yew, these days we've got tew prepare
fer a violent end."
The patient Angy somewhat tartly
retorted, that during the last week she
had spent even more time upon father's wardrobe than she had upon
her own; while Abe inwardly rejoiced
to think that for seven days to come
seven whole days he and Angy would
be free from the surveillance of the
sisters.
Mrs. Homan, in no way notcpiussed,
boomed on:
"Thar, I most fergot about his necktie. 'Course, they dont dress up much
at the station; but jest the same that
air tie o' yourn, Brother Abe, Is a disgrace. I told yew yewd spile it
It tew bed. Naow, I got a
red an green plaid what belonged to
my second stepson, Henry O. He never
would 'a' died o' pneumony, either, ef
my advice an' made himhe'd
self a newspaper night cap last time
he substituted with the 'savers. An'
yew kin have that necktie jest as well
as not Naow, dont say a word; I'm
better able to part with it n yew be
not to take It"
No one ever attempted the fruitiesa
task of stopping Mrs. Homan once
fuUy launched; but when at last she
permitted her back to rest against her
chair, fofattog her arms with the man
ker-flum-

,

p,

CHAPTER XH1.

The Prodi gafs Departure.
Abraham was up betimes in the
morning to greet a day crisp and cold,
quiet yet with sufficient breeze stirring the evergreens in the yard outside to make him predict a speedy
voyage.
The old man was nervous and excited, and, in spite of his buoyant
anticipations, somewhat oppressed,
now that the day had actually come,
with a sense of timidity and fear. Still,
be put on a bold face while Angeline
fastened his refractory collar and tied,
his cravat
This was neither Mrs. Homan's offering nor Abe's own old, frayed tie,
but a new black one which had mysteriously been thrust through the
crack under the door during the night
So, the last finishing touches having
been put upon his toilet, and Angy
having made ready by lamplight for
her own trip, even before the old man
was awake, there seemed nothing left
to be done until the breakfast bell
should ring.
Abe sat down, and looking hard at
hie open carpetbag wondered audibly
If they had "everythin' in." The last
time they two had packed Abe's wardrobe for a visit to Bleak Hill had been
many years ago, when Samuel Darby,
though somewhat Abe's Junior, was
g
keeper of the
station, and
Abe was to be gone for a whole season's duty. Then all of his possessions had been stowed 4n a long, bolster-like
canvas bag for the short
life-savin-

voyage.- -

Both Angy and her husband recalled
that time now the occasion of their
first, and almost of their last real
separation. (
"A weekH pass in no time," murmured Angy very quickly, with a catch
in her voice. "Lookin' ahead, though,
even days seems awful long when yer
Oh, law, yes," a weekll
old; but
pass in no time," she repeated. "Only
dew be keerful, Abe, an', dont take
cold."
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

He Felt Encouraged.
"But she says she has never given
you any encouragement" "Did she
say that? She told me that her
uncle was going to leave her a fortune, and that he had one foot In
the grave. If that Is not encouragement, I'd like to know what you can
it" Houston Post

Professional Objection.
"Here's young Jones pulling the
wires for all he's worth for a Job."
"Wen, why shouldn't her
"Bless your soul, man, he's a wireless operates! "

THE
C. W.

.

?,

Farley writes us from

Thalia, Texas asking that the
be sent to him there for the
few weeks that will intervene be
fore he is back in New Mexico
Mrs. Kingsbury and' Mrs. and a citizen of Roy again.
Belty Davis, .of Mosquero, were
in Roy last week on a real estate
Jno. F. Perry formerly U. S.
trade and called at tbis office to Commissioner at Solano writes
have papers made out. Mrs. us srom Bay City, Texas that he
Davis has a flock of over "500 is pleased with the S:A. report
sheep and is going to get where of this mesa and ,will stop and
she can have more range and see us on his way to Frisco this
Mrs. Kingsbury is buying her summer.
claim.
Miss Mabel Bruce is back at
The Schools Record is not pubthe .cases in this office' after a
lished this week on account ot spell of sickness which, in com
Exam's and other pressure of mon with many others in Roy,
regular school work, which is
she suffered last week, The
more important. The Schools
will likely show some
are driving to about the limit.
result
merit over last week as
Postmaster Johnson is assisting
but the fact is proven that we
the corps of teachers in the abcan get this "Rag" out alone if it
sence of Miss Shirley Nutter on
becomes necessary.
account of sickuess.
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Encouragin
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'

Industry and Thrift we Consider
A Most Worthy Aim

'

ECONOMISTS
agree there are just two
essentials in the production of wealth-La- bor
and
No amount of
Industry without Economy and no amount of
economy without industry will result in accumulation.
Self-Denia- l.

S-- A

JiistRe ceivetit
Car Loads of

Gemeet9
F1 our

It is the Policy of this Bank
practical lines.
to encourage thrift and economy-alon- g
No account too large, none too small, to receive careful consideration and protection.

The

Hoy

Trust and

savings
of R O Y
' W;i!ie's

Discovery.

Brass Currency Proved Failure.
Brass farthings were authorized by
English law in the year 1613. They
were suppressed as worthless About
40 yeai'3 later.
'

"I know how we walk," said Willia.
We put one foot .lown 'and let it stay
till it gets 'way btfliud.' ana then do
the same thing with :he other, and
keep doing it."

Hanson,
Deputy State Game Warden
A. L.

6

Hunting Licenses Executed

Our Market Excells
in both QUALITY and
SERVICE
See our Line of Drygoóds

and

Everybody desiring to carry a gun for any purpose
must secure a Hunting License whether he hunts on
his own property or elsewhere.
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Dr. S. Locke, D D. S.

Of

Ready-to-We- ar

Goodman
M ercantil
anv

Will be in ROY

SoOIl
to do your Dental work.
Dependable Work at Reasonable Prices.
Teeth Extracted Without Pain.

o
4

Office with Dr. M. D. GIBBS.
01
c3olc3l
.
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SOUTH CAROLINA'S EXECUTIVE
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i

Richard Irvine Manning,! who has
succeeded Cole Blease as governor of
South Carolina, is a product of the
state he now rules. He was born at
Homesley Plantation, Sumter county,
on August 15, 1859. His father died
when he was only two years old and
when he was a mere lad he assumed
the responsibilities of the plantation.
This gave him lots of outdoor exercise and he grew up a strong, healthy

THOSE LONG WAITS.

REFORMED.

"Don't you remember me, sir?"
asked the caller, addressing the man
at the office desk who was poring over
the market report in a daily paper.
"Remember you?" queried the man
addressed, peering at the caller over
glasses;
the top of his
VYes, sir; don't you remember your
old waiter at the chop house? Why,
I recall the last order you gave me
porterhouse steak, French fried po
tatoes "
"Oh, yes, I remember you now," said
the man, dreamily, rubbing his hand
over his forehead, "is the meal ready
yet?"

boy.
He attended the primary, schools,
then was for two years a student at
the Kenmore university high school
and later at the University of Virginia, which he left in 1879 before
completing his course of study. When
twenty-twyears old he started farming with three plows on poor, sandy,
unimproved soil. In 1881 Mr. Manning married Leila Bernard, Meredith, a daughter of Judge Meredith of
Richmond. For several years he had
a hard struggle and then had some
success. In 1892 he was elected to the state legislature and in 1898 was
chosen a state senator. In 1906 he was a candidate for governor in the primaries against
Ansel, but was defeated.
Mr. Manning has been president and treasurer of the Masonic Temple
association, president of the Sumter Cotton Warehouse company, president
of the Home Building and Loan association, president of the Bank of Sumter
and director of the Sumter Telephone Manufacturing company.

gold-rimme-
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MAN HONORED
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Shakespeare Without Words.
"I tell you." said the young man
with the inky fingers, "there's a great
future for dramatic genius now."
"Do you think so?"
The One Did it do any good to prosthing you know, and I'm
"Surest
ecute Littleton, the coal dealer, for
going
right
to work and get a first
using fraudulent scales?
mortgage
on
the new deal."
he's
The Other Yes. I hear that
"How?"
weighs.
mended his
"I am going to rewrite all of Shake
plays for the movies." New
speare's
The Reason.
York World.
He leads a lazy life, that's true,
.

When President Wilson named
And loafs till he's despised;
Louis P. Brownlow a commissioner
But he works for a merchant who
Has never advertised.
of the District of Columbia, to succeed Frederick L. Siddons, he made
The Reason. '
a nomination that seemed to be
Papa will make his
His
Fiancee
wholly acceptable to everyone. Mr.
day we are marsame
settlement
the
Brownlow is a newspaper man and a
19th.
ried,
the
years
popular one. For ten
he has
The Count Come, dear, let us get
been a resident of Washington, and
married on the 17th.
in 1903 he married there the daughHis Fiancee Is that the anniversary
ter of Representative Thetus W.
of some great historic event In your
He has been
Sims of Tennessee.
'
V
family?
Washington correspondent for southnote
a
I
have
The Count No; but
ern papers and a representative of
due on the 18th. Puck.
the Haskin Syndicate. He Is a member of the Monday Evening club, the
Cosmos club and the National Press
Such a Rudeness.
club.
Her No matter how smart a man
Mr. Brownlow has been a conis, he is sure to meet some other
sistent Democrat, a close student of
man sooner or later who Is smarter.
politics and has taken an active inHim Yes; and about ten thousand
terest in local affairs.
suffragettes who think they are.
He was born In Missouri in 1879
and entered newspaper work when he
Hopelessly Out of It
was tmrteen years oia, starting on
"Mrs. .Wombat has decided not to
a country weekly paper, and he has been at newspaper work ever since His be a candidate for office after all."
first daily newspaper experience was on the Nashville Banner at Nashville,
"Why is that?"
Tenn., in 1900. Two years later he went to Louisville on the Courier-Journa"She has no new fall hat to cast Into
and in 1903 was made city editor of the Louisville Times. He went to Wash- the ring."
ington In February, 1904, as Washington correspondent of the Nashville
Banner and the Louisville Post
Dressed Beef.
After, staying in Washington for a year Mr. Brownlow went to Paducah,
yelled the fat man, "I
waiter,"
"Hey,
Ky., to succeed Irvln Cobb as editor of the Paducah
He refound
this hash."
a
in
button
mained there a year and went back to Washington In 1905.
"Quite right sir quite right," explained the waiter. "Wo always dress
our beef, sir."
.

'

Overzealous.
Publisher How is the new reporter
doing?
Managing Editor I had to discharge
him.
"What for?"
"He was far too enterprising."
"What do you mean?",
"He made a specialty of announcing
surprise parties In advance. ,
Collectors.
"Of course we must have a watch
dog of the treasury."
"Not yet. What we want is a few
good shepherd dogs to chase the funds
in.'l
WAS MA LISTENING?

l,

News-Democr-

í

IS ASSISTANT S0VERN0R

WOMAN

Social Natatorlum.
"So you've given up trying to get
:
For the first time in the history 'in the swim.' "
"Yes, I was afraid I wouldn't be able
of Colorado the executive of the state
has appointed a woman "assistant to keep my head above water."
governor." That is what Gov. George
A. Carlson has done with Mrs. CarlPaw Knows Everything.
son. On all measures affecting womWillie Paw, what Is a willowy
en and children that may reach the maiden?
legislature or the governor in his ofPaw A skinny girl who has a
ficial capacity Mrs. Carlson's concluwealthy father, my son.
sions will be held paramount
Mrs. Carlson as "assistant govClear Enough.
ernor" will play no mere perfunctory
"I can't understand that glassy stare
part. She says she will spend many she gave me."
hours daily at the state capítol and
"Why, anybody ought to be able to
will meet &U women Interested in see through a glassy stare."
sociological, questions and legislation
of the humanitarian kind, especially
Delicate Suggestion.
as it may affect women and children.
"Women certainly have a mania for
During Governor Carlson's term cheap things."
as district attorney for Weld, Boulder
"Maybe that is how your wife hap
and Larimer counties Mrs. Carlson pened to
take you."
was his assistant In that time she
'
studied law In her husband's office.
'
The Difference.
It was well understood in northern
it, about sowing wild
"Queer,
'isn't
Colorado that Governor Carlson owed
oats?"
much, of his success as a lawyer and politician to Mrs. Carlson's advice and
"What's queer?" ..
counsel Mrs. Carlson, prior to her marriage, was a school teacher.
"That they raise a crop of lemons."
-
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"The history says, pa, that the English fled before Joan of Arc.
"Well, what of It?"
"Would you run If a woman was
after you?" '
Early Bird.
"The early bird gets the worm,"
quoted the sage.
"Yes," replied the fool, "but he is
merely scratching them up for the
:
late risers."
.

,

The Reason.
"I wonder why so many men marry
their typewriters?"
"I suppose they think it their only
chance of being the family dictator."
.

Prime Requisite.
"What is the first step towards vessels starting on their cruise?"
"I should think it was crews start
In on their vessels."
.
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Hillard llhyne, wife and son
returned Tuesday from Missouri
where the y accompanied the body
of the late J. J. Cox for burial.
They are glad to be home again
and to find the- snow and mud
here altho they admit having
compared our splendid winter
with the long siege of bad weather there in telling friends of the
West.

'OI

Your Dollars

-

Will have more"Cents"

,

If you take them to

ne Store of
QUAL I TY

,

turning

foj

10
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Market

)i

on the Polly- -
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Dr. Self was called to Abbott
Monday and made the trip on the
cars rather than attempt it with
his auto. He trusted to a freight
to come back on.

Try out Our Swell New

M eat

no names, go about from day to
g

n the New Foster
Block, Roy, N. M.
,.

part of the country. We know
of some towns that are in a chronic state of twilight slumber fcnd
they will never "cometo." 'Some
of our own citizens, mentioning

day in a never-endintwilight
slumber. Looking over our list
of delinquent subscribers makes
us, rise to inquire what the doctors use to bring their patients
out of the trance? Send us the
formula, for there are a few suband he returnde Tuesday much jects on that list
we'd like to
disappointed.
awaken. Did we call them twilight sleepers? Suffering cats!
Moscalled
to
Gibbs
The deepest, blackest midnignt
was
Dr.
quero Tuesday to see aR. R. pa- could not begin to equal the darktient. He went down on a motor ness and depth of their slumbers.
car with a telegraph lineman re-

awns,

.... .

beautiful one. Anything that
tends to reduce pain and suffering is to be welcomed. But twilight sleep is nothing new in this

Bob Holmes went to Tucumcari
Sunday in answer to a telegram
from officers there reporting the
capture of a stolen saddle. He
went on to Logan only to find
that it wos not his saddle at all

Run By

.

The4 'Twilight Sleep" Idea is a

Cleaning- - Pressing
--

Clothes Made to
Your Measure.

John Wire came in, Tuesday

I0EZZZ3

Col. Douglas has gotten the

ti-

from the canyons where he is
trapping this wiuter, got a shave
andtixedup. We are told the
reason for the shave was that he
was afraid he might get into one
of his own traps along with the
other wild things.

tles to his lots straightened out
and expects to have the work on
Mr. White who recently came
the fonudation for the new hotel here from Kentucky has lost one
begun this week. Frank Burris good horse and thinks two others
will build the foundation.
wiildie He thinks they were
Mills Developer.
injured in shipping.
Hugh Mitchell drove in from
,the claim thru the snow after Adolfo Mon toy
a orders the
some groceries. He went back
Wm, Rea, of Mosquero, was in
year.
for
We are glad to
this
siege
the
if
a
prepared to stand
add the name of this good Dem- - town Tuesday and Wednesday on
'
rough.
weather turned
office.
o crat to our constantly growing land business with this
Mr. Rea is an old Iowa friend of
list of readers.

PERSONAL andt
LOCAL

S--

A

name appears
ours and h.is been holding down
Mills
of
the
a claim here for the past six
as Associate Editor
SunJohnBrockman
returned
Charlie is some
years.
Deyeloper.
day
from
his
home
near
Mills.
writer as well as a poet and the Dr. Bartholomew
fitted him with
Developer will likely soon begin
glasses and the headaches which
to show it.
drove him from school have disappeared. He still comes to the
Rey. Ford came up on the
office to keep in practice
train Sunday, preferriug that
type and- - if he doesn't
juggling
mode of travel to driving his auto
develope into something more
in the snow and Mud.
useful we see in him the making
of a newspaper man,
G. W. Rudisill writes us from
Neeleyville, Missouri sending a Washington's Birthday was
years advance Subscription and observed in Roy by closing the
flattering us to the point that we Bank and Post office part of the
'don't repeat it lest some one day and giving the school childwould want us to live up to his ren a part of a holiday.
ideals.
C. E. Deaton's

at the
CITY TAILOR SHOP

C. C. Ray burn,
ROY,

Prop.

New Mexico.

Roy Bakery and
Delicatessen
'The home or Good
Things to Eat"
Lunch Counter in Connection
Fresh Bread, Pies and Cakes
Every Day.

Special Orders given Careful &
Prompt atention. Beds to Rent.

In the
Bruce Hotel, Roy, N. M.

oooooooooooo 00000000000000
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A.

C. L Justice has purchased
S. R. Crouse and son Randolph
A. P. Duncan farm adjoining
and wife were in town Monday the
his place near town and now has
from the ranch; They are anticipating spring and already talk- a half section of choice land in a

ing of making garden still they
recognized winter to the extent
of starting to town in a sled which
they wer.e obliged to exchange
for a buggy on the road.

choice location. Mr. Duncan left
last week and will , go to some
eastern state where he has located an opening he thinks is desirable.
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The ROY GARAGE
F. S. Brown, PropV

AUTO LIVERY,
Repairs on all Makes of
Cars by Expert Mechanics.

New and Modern Building
Cars Bought, Sold and
Exchanged
ROY

New Mexico

O
O
O
O
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FALLING HAIR MEANS

SPANISH-AMERICA-

AN EPITOME OF

DANDRUFF IS ACTIVE

LATE LIVE NEWS

N.

Asserting that polygamy still exists in some parts of the United BILIOUS, HEADACHY.
States, a joint resolution memorializing the National Congress to enact
laws to prevent polygamy was adopted by the Indiana Legislature at Indianapolis.
The body of Frank James, the for- Gently
cleanse your liver and
mer outlaw, who died at his home
sluggish bowels while
near Excelsior Springs, Mo., will be
cremated in St Louis and the ashes
'you sleep.
kept in a local safety deposit vault,
his relatives announced at Kansas
.
box.
Get ft
City. This was one of his last
Sick headache, biliousness, dizziwishes.
ness, coated tongue, foul taste and foul
breath always trace them to torpid
liver; delayed, fermenting food in the
WASHINGTON.
bowels or sour, gassy stomach.
Poisonous matter clogged in the in
That there will be no extra session
of Congress was the word passed out testines, instead of being cast out
Thursday by the highest authority.
into the
of the system is
poison
blood.
When
reaches
the
reportthis
Company
Oil
Standard
The
ed to the State Department ' the de- delicate brain tissue it causes contention at Malta by British authori- gestion and that dull, throbbing, sick '
ties of the British steamer Oneka, ening headache.
Cascarets immediately cleanse the
which sailed from New York Jan. 2,
laden with her cargo of American oil, stomach, remove the sour, undigested
food and foul gases, take the excess
part of which was destined for
bile from the liver and carry out all
Bulgaria.
constipated waste v matter and
Brig. Gen. Tasker H. Bliss, lately the
poisons in the bowels.
commanding the Southern DepartA Cascaret
will surely
ment of the army, including the forces
you
by morning. They
straighten
out
patrolling the Mexican border, asbox
work while you sleep a
sumed his duties as assistant chief ol
your druggist means your head
from
staff. His successor on the border is
clear, stomach sweet and your liver
Maj. Gen. Frederick Funston.
and bowels regular for months. Adv.
Blocked in their efforts to get the
House ship purchase bill to a vote, Can't Teach an Old Dog New Tricks.
"Funny things happen, even on
Democratic senators agreed Thursday
street
cars," stated old Dad Bing.
to take up appropriation bills and sent
day I got on one that was
"Tuther
the shipping measure to conference
entirely empty, and at the next coruntil Feb. 27, when it must take its
ner it Btopped and let aonther gent
chances of' being filibustered to its
person
on.' He was a middle-agedeath on March 4.
look in his eye, and
with a
The United States is watching the instead of taking his choice of seats
situation in China, caused by Japan's he grabbed a strap and hung there,
demands upon the Pekin government. swaying and flopping like a fresh-caugfish.
There is some fear that the open-doo- r
" 'I don't, aim to be inquisitive, pod-nepolicy, fathered by America, "will be
says I, 'but if it's a fair question,
imperiled by tbe Japanese note, which
is in the mature of an ultimatum, as why don't you set down?'
"'Why why ' says he, 'I could. do
China has declared she cannot grant
them all and Japan has insisted she that, couldn't I? But no alas!, it is
too late to change the habits of a lifemust
I never saw an empty seat betime.
Assurance that the United States is
In no danger of a shortage of food, fore!'
"So saying, he clung and swayed
despite enormous exports to Europe,
downtown, and I went along, just
clear
was given by the Department of Agrilook at him." Kansas City Star.
to
culture in a statement to the public.
Gen. Carranza's agency announced
receipt of advices that 4,500 troops GRANDMA USED SAGE TEA
TO DARKEN HER GRAY HAIR
were moving to join other Carranza
troops in the general attack on Monterey.
She Made Up a Mixture of Sage Tea
and Sulphur to Bring Back Color,
Fire in the national forests of the
Gloss, Thickness.
West in 1914 caused a loss to the
government of ' nearly
340,000,000
Almost everyone knows that Sage
board feet of merchantable timber,
valued at $307,303 and of reproduc- Tea and Sulphur, properly compoundtion, or young growth of trees, val- ed, brings back the natural color and
lustre to the hair when faded, streaked
ued at $192,408.
China has delivered to Great Britain, or, gray: also ends dandruff, itching
France, Russia and the United States scalp and stops falling hair. Years
ago the only way to get this mixture
dea memorandum of the twenty-on- e
mands made by Japan in the latter was to make it at home, which is
part of January. They differ material- mussy and troublesome. Nowadays,
ly from the eleven demands communi- by asking at any store for "Wyeth's
cated to the powefs by the Japanese Sage and Sulphur Hair Remedy," you
will get a large bottle of the famous
government on Feb. 9.
old recipe for about 50 cents.
Don't stay gray! Try it! No one
'
SPORT.
can possibly tell that you darkened
your, hair, as it does it so naturally
The University of Notre Dame's and evenly. You
dampen a sponge or
track team schedule includes a meet soft brush with it
and draw this
April 17 with Drake University at
through your hair, taking one small
,
Des Moines, la.,
strand at a time, by morning the gray
Between S50 and 600 clubs will hair disappears, and after another aptake part in the fifteenth annual tour- plication or two, your hair becomes
nament of the American Bowling beautifully dark, thick and glossy.
Congress, beginning at Peoria, 111., Adv.
;
March 10.
It's Class.
The British Amateur Golf Associa"The law forbids this kind of dog
tion has announced the cancellation
of the golf championship contests for on the cars, sir."
"What laws can forbid one kind of
1915. This competition has been held
dog?"
twenty-nine
years.
yearly for the last
"The laws against expectoration,
Averaging 242
for his club, StanYour dog is a Spitz."
sir.
ley Kellogg set a new season's record for three games at Chicago. AlMany an expert swimmer has been
though Kellogg's is the best mark rein the sea of matrimony.
drowned
corded by a Chicago bowler, it is second to Frank Petraaek's 245 3 for
A stitch in time is worth two neeCook county.
dles in a haystack.
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Bave Your Hair! Get a 25 Cent Bottle
of Danderine Right Now Alto

Stops Itching Scalp.

CONDENSED
PROGRESS

Thin, brittle, colorless and scraggy
hair is mute evidence of a neglected
icaJp; of dandruff that awful scurf.
There is nothing so destructive to
the hair as dandruff. It robs the hair
of Its luster, Its strength and Its very
life; eventually producing a feverish
ness and itching of the scalp, which
if not remedied causes the hair roots
to shrink, loosen and die then the
hair falls out fast A little Danderine
tonight now any time will surely
Bave your hair.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton'8
Danderine from any store, and after
the first application your hair will
take on that life, luster and luxuriance
which Is so beautiful. It will become
wavy and fluffy and have the appearance of abundance; an incomparable
glossi and softness, but what will
please you most will be after just a
few weeks' use, when you will actually see a lot of fine, downy hair new
hair growing all over the scalp. Adv,

RECORD

OF

THE

OP EVENTS AT

HOME AND ABROAD.

,

10-ce- nt

FROM "ALLSOOHCES
SAYINGS,

DOINGS,

ACHIEVE

MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEAR8 OF MANKIND.
Western Newapaper Union Newi Service.

ABOUT THE WAR.

The German claim, that the Russians lost 130,000 in the retreat from
East Prussia is scouted by the Petro-grageneral staff.
Further reports concerning the
German victory of the Mazurian
lakes, in East Prussia, make it apparent that the Russian defeat was
a severe one.
The blockade of the United Kingdom by Germany is on. With the
dawn of Feb. 18, there went into effect the German notice warning neutral shipping to avoid British waters,
"I always take my wife with me and Great Britain is waiting the first
blow.
when I buy a new hat."
The Norwegian steamer Nordkyn
"That's considerate."
"No it isn't. If I buy one by my- was sunk through striking a mine
self she blames me for the way I near Bornholm island in the Baltic
look in it. If she goes along, I blame Sea, according to a dispatch from
Copenhagen to the Central News at
her."
London.
All of the crew were
drowned.
IMPORTANT
THAT
PUBLIC
The following official statement
SHOULD KNOW ABOUT GREAT
was issued by the Paris war office:
KIDNEY REMEDY.
"Two Zeppelins have landed in Jutland during the last three days. The
The testimonial I am to give yon first of these, L-was burned by its
comes unsolicited. I have been suffer- crew. The second, after a number of
ing from lumbago for ten years and at soldiers who were aboard had disemtimes was unable to stand erect. A Mr. barked, rose and drifted toward the
Dean of this city, saw me in my cond- sea,'
where it is supposed to have
ition (bent over) and inquired the cause.
lost."
been
I told him that I had the lumbago. He
A dispatch to the London Dally Mall
replied, "If you get what I tell you to,
you need not have it." I said I would from Copenhagen says: "Emperor
take anything for ease. He said, "You William, with his brother, Admiral
get two bottles of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Bo- Prince Henry ot Prussia, and Admiral
and take it, and if it does not fix Von Tirpitz, the minister of the navy,
you O. K. I will pay for the medicine myrespective staffs left Berlin
self." I did so and am a well man. For and their
Thursday
Wilhelmshaven, Helgofor
five months I have been as well as could
land,
other
and
naval stations to dibe. Before I took your Swamp-Roo- t
was
arrangements
pain""
rect
for blockading
the
in constant
day and night. This
may look like advertising, but it seems England. It is reported that the Gerg
to me most important that the public mans have built twenty big
should be made familiar with this treatsubmarines during the last six
ment as it is the only one I know which months, each with a carrying capacity
is an absolute cure. I owe a great deal to
of over 100 mines."
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Rooand am anxious that others situated as I was should
WESTERN.
know and take advantage of it. Hoping

d

Self-Protectio- n.

"

3,

ot

mine-layin-

t,

that this testimonial
to some one, I am,
'

J.

may be of benefit

A. HOWLAND,
1734 Humboldt St.
Denver, Colo.

State of Colorado

1

83

City and County of Denver f '
Personally appeared before me, a
Notary Public in and for the city and
county of Denver in the State of Colorado,
J . A. Howland, known to me as the person
whose name is subscribed to the above
statement and upon his oath declares that
it is a true and correct statement.
DANIEL H. DRAPER,
Notary Public.
,

'

Letter to

Dr. Kilmer & Co.

Binghamton.N.Y.
Prove What Swamp-Roo- t
Will Do For You
Send ten cents to Dr. Kilmer & Co.,
Binghamton, N. Y., ' for a sample size
bottle. It will convince anyone. Yon
will also receive a booklet of valuable
telling about the kidneys and
bladder. When writing, be sure and menand
tion this paper. Regular fifty-cesize bottles for sale at all drug
stores. Adv.
nt

one-doll-

ar

Every man who thinks he does all

the work be is capable of doing would
probably do more If offered a bonus.

--

The Iowa House of Representatives passed the Clarkson bill which
repeals the mulct law, effective Jan.
1, 1916.

The workmen's compensation act,
House Bill No. 147, was passed by the
Senate of the Wyoming Legislature,
with but one dissenting vote.
David Fountain, a church janitor,
who confessed to the murder of
Margaret Milling in the German Lutheran church of Sacramento,
Calif., last December, was found
guilty of murder in the first degree.
Three hours after they announced
their engagement Miss Ruby Bell
Irion, Denver society girl, and Samuel Watson of Anaconda, Mont., were
married by the Rev. Frank Bayley at
the home of the bride's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. W. H. Irion, in Denver.
David Caplan, last of the men
wanted at Los Angeles, Calif., in connection with the dynamiting of the
Los Angeles Times in the fall of 1910.
was arrested on his chicken ranch
two miles inland 'from Rolling Bay,
Brainbridge Island, twelve miles from
Seattle.
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Professional Cards

the Republicans of the house have

Church Directory
voted not to concur in
provisions. They demand to be
allowed to waste more than a
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
million dollars of the people's
Meets each Sunday at ' 10, A. M.
funds.
at Christian Ohurcn.
Your
Senator Barth declared that presence is necessary.
the senate salary bill expressed
Rev. G.B.Hall, Supt,
"the desires of the officeTiolding
hogs of the state who want to
CATHOLIC
gpt their mouthsand their hands
Mass once each month at the
and their feet into the public
Catholic
Church. Dates announctreasury." In the house Reprein
ed
advance.
sentative Swan, of Quay county,
said that the Repubhcon majori- Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
Priest in charge,
ty's method of 'railroading" a
measure that involved millions of
BAPTIST
public money would be "immortalized by its infamy."
First Sunday in each month.
In the meantime, while wran- Service? 11 A. M., 7.30, P.M..
Rev. R. A. Price , Pastor.
gling over county salaries conthe-senat-

M. D. GIBBS
Physician and Surgeon
Local Surgeon E.P. & S.W.
Ry.

Office
Fairview Pharmacy
;

The Republican Majority in
the House of Representatives of
ROY, NEW MEXICO
the State of New Mexico placed a
dark blot on the Sunshine State
escutcheon last week, when
it deliberately and knowingly put
Col.
its official O.K. on a brazen misF.
WHITE
0.
by
representation submitted
the
MILLS
NEW
MEXICO
committee on privileges and elecAUCTIONEER
tions, to repudiate the constituI Cry Sales Everywhere.
tion and insult the people of
Distance not Considered
Sierra county and the entire tinues, tax and other legislation
Terms Reasonable
Satisfaction
Rtate.
demanded by the people remains
G'r'n't'd
the
In the face of the record ;in
sidetracked
face of .the public knowledge of
Rev O WHearn, Elder
Services fourth Lord's Day of
every newspaper in the state,
each month at 11 A.M. and
whatever its politics; in the face
8 P.M. Lord's Supper at
O. H, Kerns,
U. N. Nutter,
After six week of political
of its own house journal, in the
Morning Service.
face of all public, decency and wrangling and county office lobNutter-Kern- s
Methodist Episcopal
honesty, the house declared that bying, the Republican majorities
Governor McDonold had issued of the senate and house have Service at Roy 3rd. Sunday of each
the proclamation calling for a passed a county salary bill by a month 7:30.
Business entrusted to
s
vote. The bill will Mills 1st Sun. 11 a. m. 4th Sun.7 :3p.m
special election in Sierra county
our care will receive
when 'He knew there was no va" become a law, regardless of the Solano 2nd and 4th Sundays 3 p. ni.
11
a.m.
prompt and careful atcaney ' and after Antonio T, action of the governor. As pre Mosquero 2nd and 4th Snndays
Revj S. L. FORD, Pastor.
dicted, the senate provision's for
Chaves had been seated.
tention.
in
sevthe
over
$900,000
wasting
is
to
a
fact known every one
Nutter-Kern- s
It
by
covered
necessarily
en
years
anything
knows
about
who
the
Real Estate Co,
matter at all that Bojorquez was the act, failed to satisfy all the
N. M.
Roy,
unseated on January 21 and a Republicans, arid the conference
Lodge Directory
vacancy declared; that the gover- committee of both houses raised
F. H. FOSTER
nor issued a proclamation for the che salaries fixed by the' senate
election at 10 a. m. on the morn- measure in three classes of couning of Janurary 22, and that the ties. The bill passed provides
proclamation was printed in the for the throwing away of more Homestead Lodge, No. 46
New Mexican and on the streets than a million of the people's
FILING- S- CONTESTS PROOFS
I. O. O. F.
years
money
the
for
the
in
serven
of Sarita Fe at noon; and that the
ETC.
Meets every Wednesday evening at
county
M.
of
to
N.
Roy,
F.
officers
payment
Hall,
O.
I.
O.
did
not seat Antonio T.
house
Office vAth
Visiting members always welcome
Chaves until late in the evening this enormous sum. in excess of
:
Roy, ,
New Meat.
Wm. G. Johnson.
M. D .Glbbs.
of the same day. These are facts reasonable salaries, as fixed in
Secretary.
Noble Grand.
of record, facts known to every the Democratic caucus measure.
Republican in the bouse of reThe sixth week of the present
presentatives, facts not denied.
Harmony Rebekah
legislative session closed with a
Republican
Majority
The
we total cost to the state of $23,943.69
D. of R.
repeat, has brought a deep dis- and with but seven laws enacted. Lodge No.
grace on the state of New Mexi- This meant a cost to the taxpay- Meets in L O. O. F. Hall, Roy, N. M.
1st. and 3d. Friday evening of each
Prompt and Careful Attention
co in publicly approving, endorsOnly
month, Visiting members always welper
law.
$3,420.53
of
ers
Given all Business Entrusted
ing and adopting a brazen mis- one of the seven laws-th- at
ex- come.
.

-

Christian

'

Realty, Co.

two-third-

United States
Commissioner

.

.

Spanish-America-

1

1

.

.

J. B. LusK,
Attorney

24,

representation.
tending the compulsory school
Provisions for wasting, nearly term from from five to seven

bill was "railroaded" through
that body Senator Barth, Democrat, called attention to the fact
in the seven years necessarily

;

others, which the governor allow
ed to become a law without his
signature, is a libel measure for
the protectisn of certain religious
societies, and is believed to be
unconstitutional. Another authorizes the expenditure of a balance in a state fund, and the remaining law provides for the Las
Cruces investigation, which has
for its object the mixing of polk
tical medicine for the unhealthy
and unwholesome Republican
machine.

covered by any. measure passed
at this session it would mean an
expenditure of over $900,000
more than the salaries to be paid In. this manner the taxpayers of
under the house bill in the seven the state are being robbed.
years is considerably greater,and

N. G.

Mrs. Emilia Kitchell,

Miss.

Blanche Kitchell,

a million dollars of the people's months-- is of benefit to the peomoney have left some of the Re ple of the state.' Three of the
publican members of the Second laws make appropriations for
state legislature still unsatisfied, legislative expenses. One of the

and wrangling over county salaries has been carried into the six
th week of the legislative session.
Separate and distinct county
salary bills have been passed by
the senate and house and Republican leadersare struggling for a
compromise. When the senate

at Law,
to me.

Modern Woodmen
of America

CampNo.14361

A. S. HANSON
'

.

Notary Public

Legal documents and papers
-

acknowledged.

ROY,

NEW-MEXIC-

O

PHONE 116
122222

;

TUCÜMCAR!.

)

Notary Public

Conveyances and transfers. Prompt
ness and care in all matters.

W. H. WILLCOX
ROY, N. M.

Licensed Embalmer
:

J. FLOERSHEIM

United States
Land Commissioner

M. H. KOCH
Funeral Director

New, Meyico,

Rcy,

Secy.

N. M.

and Proofs.
competent
services renCareful and
dered m all Und matters.
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Scooping It Out
"So Miss Goldle married a rake,
DISEASE IN EUROPE
Word reached Amsterdam of seri- eh?"
"By the way hie is getting rid of. her
ous riots in Schoneberg, a suburb of
money
I should call him a shovel."
Berlin, as a result of the shortage of
potatoes.
Way Back.
The Bundesrath has Increased the
Lady
You say the dog has a
The
maximum price of potatoes in Berlin
;
long
pedigree?
from 4 marks ($1) to 5
marks
The Dealer Yes, marm, 'e has. One
for 50 kilograms (110 pounds).
of
'is ancestors chewed off th' corner
The Saskatchewan government comof
th' Magny Oharty, an' another of
arrangements
pleted
in New York for
a $2,500,000 loan for three years at 5 'em bit a hole In good King Halfred.
Yes, marm." Cleveland Plain Dealer.
per cent, the net cost to Saskatchewan being 5
per cent.
Important to Mothers
The Netherlands has maintained
Examine carefully every bottle oí
the strictest neutrality by presenting CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy fot
notes of protest at the same moment Infants and children, and see that it
to Germany and Great Britain regarding the acts of these governments in
Signature of
respectively declaring a. war zone of
Use For Over 30 Years.
In
the waters around the British Isles
Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Children
and in using neutral flags.
A report received at Tokio from
The Queer Sex.
Singapore, Straits Settlement, says
you and Marguerite still
Do
Mary
that the mutiny of the Hindu solspeak
to
as you pass by?
decline
diers has been quelled. Eleven EngOh, no; we are friends
Hazel
lishmen and women were killed in the
fighting and some Japanese were again.
Mary Kissed and made up, did
wounded. Marines were landed from
you?
Japanese and French "war ships to
Hazel Yes that is, we kissed she
Typical Lesions In the Feet
Ropy Saliva Hanging From the Mouth quell the disturbance.
was already made ud.
j
of a Stricken Animal A Character
The British replies to the Ameriistic Symptom,
can notes on the use of the Ameri.. Horrible Thought
,
can flag by the Cunard line steamer
to
given
is
William
Because of the prevalence of foot correspondingly greater. If thesa fie Lusitania and the decision to hold the
asking questions, and always his
disease in EuroDe and ures be accepted, it is obvious that the cargo ?f the American steamer
;South America, importations of live amount of money spent in
mother tries to supply hiin
eradicat
tJ a prize court, were delivstock are now limited practically to ing the disease becomes insignificant ered to Walter HInes Page, the with the desired information. One day
iflnipments from Great Britain, Ire in comparison with the loss it causes
after many questions regarding the
American ambassador in London, deity, William broke a brief silence to
land and the Channel Isles. Even when left to itself.
Friday.
,
with these countries trade has been
remark:
The German government of coufse,
by Napoleon at thé
The
worn
belt
'interrupted several times in recent has not left the disease to
"Mother, nobody knows so much
itself. Thei battle of Waterloo, which shows that
:years, for tie government does not more recent outbreaks it
God as you do. S'posln' you
about
attemDted
and one- - was to die, who'd tell the Other people
permit the Importation of animals to control by the American method of his girth then was forty-oflirom countries where the disease ex slaughter, but the pestilence had half inches, has been presented to the what to believe?"
1sts, and there have been several out gained too much headway and was too París National Military musetfifl by
1
Madame Poilpot, widow of the military
Areaks in Great Britain lately.
nrmiy established in too manv nor. painter.
Inventions by Women'
Cp to November, 1906, American tions of the country for this method
Thirty-iliu- e
letters patent were"
by the American cruiser
rports were open to Belgium and Hol-- to succeed, and the slaughter
Passenger
woman
inventors by" the
gfanted to
of the
uana. In that month, however, soma infected herds had to be abandoned. Tennessee, wiiica has been bringing United States government during th
sheep were taken into Belgium from It now appears that there is no hope refugees from tfca coast f Syria to month Of November, 1914. Some Of
France, where the disease was quite or getting rid of It until the virus has Egypt, are authority for" the state- these inventions were: War games,-.prevalent, and brought the pestilence worn itself out. At present it seems ment that thé Turká have maltreated coasting sléign with a single runner,
'With them. . By the end of the year that as soon as the
stipfor t, a
animal's period a number of people in Syria. The pop a golf-baevery province in Belgium was affect- of acquired immunity is
over and fa- ulation of Syria, although) fanatical, is attachment for se íü buffet lunches,
ed, and Holland as well. Since that vorable conditions present them- remaining calm.
an improved Metallic? railway tie, a
time both of these countries have selves, the contagion breaks out
fencepost,
a washable1 quilt cover, a
with
jVi
(been fighting the disease, but have renewed virulence so
GENERAL
that the authorceramic basket to óíd a rod for
not yet succeeded in eradicating it
ities have practically abandoned all
towels, a device for whipping cream, A
In Italy, France, Switzerland, Ger- hope Of controlling it by means of
An' flrder ftíf 300 lare-- armored Mfi. saifitary paper cuff, a shoe with flex- many and Russia the plague has ex- quarantines. One scientist Indeed
has tor tracks, costing about $1,500,01$; fblé sole, a bottle protector and numeristed so long and has gained such a asserted that unless all the infected was plified by the Russian govern ous' Others.
foothold that it is economially impos- farms were absolutely isolated
and ment wííbi a Harrlsburg, Pa., consible to fight it with the American the movement not only of live stock cern.
- r
FÍE DOCTOR'S wtffi
methods of slaughter and disinfection, but of persons absolutely prohibited.
Mrs. Julia? Gertrude Lyle, widow of
Agree
With Him About PóóU
for to do bo would be to kill a large the disease could tfot be stamped
John S. Lyle;. who left her an estate
percentage of the live stock in these Such a quarantine is. of course, out valued at $20,MO000, was
married in
ut
A tfained' ñWfte savSi "In the nrad1
countries. In consequence, the au- terly Impossible to eaforce. In cer- New York to4 Alexander Wenvon
tice of itíy profesión í fcave found so
thorities appear to be making little or tain portions of Germany, indeed,
Samuel, an English" lawyer and Jour many points' i'if
the
favor OÍ
no progress in their campaign. The farmers, realizing that the' disease
is nalist
liritifeMatingly'
that f
iecommend
outbreak, for example, which ap- Inevitable, make haste to be done"
One of the principal1 questions to be
my patiellts.
to
it
all
peared in Germany in 1888 increased with it by exposing their
stock delib. taken up at the meeting of the board
"It is delicate"' and nleasirils to the
uteadfly until 1892, when it dimin- erately to mild cases in the hope
of governors of the International Dry
caíate
fan easrffótíal fui fnnri Mr the
ished gradually for a few years, but this will result in an immediate that Farming Congress
wlltf fie- that of in
mlld
again reached great proportions in attack and immunity for
sick)
can be? adapted to all1 ages,
and
several y.eare corporating the organization and being
1899. Thereafter it continued to exist
wlta1 mllfc or cream' for
softened
thereafter.
changing the name in sd doing.
to a greater or less extent until in
or
babies
Wnefti deficiency' d
aeed
the
Great Britain and Norwav and!
Nathan Perry Beers, the" oldest xrab- teeth renders mastirMtí'ftW Imnnaslhlíf,
1911 it attained a virulence
Sweden, on account of their compara He school teacher in New York,
for For fever patients or hostf on liquid"
before. In that year 3,366,-S6- 9 tively isolated positions, have
e
been1
years principal! off old
Grape-Nut- s
cattle, 1,602,927 sheep, 2,555,371 more successful in keeping
and! albumen
out th Grammar School No. 15,. oof East diet I find
cogs, and 53,674 goats were affected. disease.
very
nourishing atídi refreshing,
The outbreaks in these' Fifth street, died of general' debility. water
At that time the total number of cat countries have been more
"This recipe is. my own 6féiand is
Hie- was ninety-twyears old and! had made as
tle, sheep, swine and goats in Ger- and by resorting to immediatesporadic,
follows: Soak a teaifflsoonful
slaugh- been) in good health until six"- weeks
many was only il,319,000, whilo there ter the authorities
of Grape-Nut- s
in a glass of Water for
have been able to agoi
were in the United States 172,572,000, stamp them out. In
an
hour,
strain
and serve witft the
the outbreak near
"General" John Kelly, who served beaten white of an egg
or between three and four times as Dublin in 1912, indeed,
and a spoonful
measures were six months for vagrancy
many. It can readily be imagined, adopted which
in the' Sac- of fruit juice for flavouring. This af
were more stringent
ramento jail last year after hls so fords" a great deal of nourishment
therefore, what it would mean to the than any used in this country.
As
that
called "army of the unemployed" Had even the weakest stomach can assimiUnited States if the disease were to soon as the existence of
the
disease
gain the foothold here that it had in became definitely
been disbanded there, was ordered to late without any distress.
known,
Germany where, as these figures "stand-stillleave
the hall where the national con
"My husband is a physician and hie
restrictions . were imshow, approximately one out of seven posed on the affected
Migratory
ventlon
of
the
Workers
of
usesp
GrapeNuts himself and orders It
district Not the World was
of the animals susceptible to the dis- only was the movement of live
in
session.
many
times for his patients.
stock
ease was affected.
Under a precedent established by
into or out of the district absolutely
"Personally I regard a dish of Grape-Nut- s'
Since the mortality in the disease forbidden, but no cattle, sheep, goats William H. Seward in 1864, when he
with; fresh or stewed fruit as the
is comparatively low, ranging from or swine could move along or even was secretary of state in Lincoln's ideal
breakfast for anyone well or
only three per cent in mild form to across any highway or
thoroughfare. cabinet, William Matson, the Swedish sick."'
thirty or, forty per cent in malignant
consul at San Francisco, protested to
In stomach trouble, nervous prostracases, the havoc caused by the pestithe police commission against the dis- tion,, etc.r a
Balanced
trial of Grape-Nut- s
Ration.
lence is sometimes underestimated.
play of the Swedish flag in a water will
usually
work
wonders toward
Alfalfa
with corn silage makes a front saloon as a bait for custom.
From the work of various scientists,
nourishing
rebuilding
and
and in this
practically
balanced
however, who have endeavpred to asration.
With
Arthur T. Hadley of way end th trouble. Name given by
President
cheap
these
and
easily
in
procured Yale, In an
value of an
certain the decrease
address to the Seniors on Postura. Co;,. Battle Creek, Mich.
animal which recovers from an , at- feeds there is little need of purchas"Vocations,"
at New Haven, Conn.,
Look In pkgs for the famous little
tack, it may be .said that on an aver- ing expensive protein concentrates.
man
said:
right
"No
a
to
has
enter
book,:
"The Road to WelTville."
age this amounts in Germany to $7
present
politics
under
unconditions,
remú the nbov letter? A nef
.Ever
Keep all drafts off your horses, A
'and in Holland to $10. In this coun-jtrone appear from time to time. They
Independent
less
he
has
means."
higher
prices, the loss la draft is pneumonia's friend
with its
are
trne, and full' of humas'
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GERMAN MINE

SINKS U.S.SHIP
TROOP

STEAMER

OF

ENGLAND

AND CONVOY TORPEDOED
'
BY TEUTONS.

t
i

IRISH COASTER IS SUNK
ENTIRE CREW OF EVELYN SAID
TO HAVE BEEN SAVED, OFF
BORKUM ISLAND.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

London, Feb. 22. The American
eteamer Evelyn, which sailed from
New York Jan. 29, with a. cargo of
cotton for Bremen, struck a German
mine Saturday off Borkum, Island In
the North Sea. The vessel sank. Her
aptaln and 27 of' her crew were
iaved.
The Evelyn Is the first American
vessel to meet with disaster as a result of the sea warfare of the European nations. She did not sink within the war zone included in the German Admiralty's decree of Feb. 4
which went into effect on Thursday.
Borkum Island lies directly off the
German coast at the mouth of the Ems
xiver and is German territory.
'
The Evelyn was a single-scresteel
steamship and was commanded by
Captain Smith. She belonged to Harris, Irby & Vose of New York. She
was 252 feet long and 1,185 tons net.
She was built in Southampton, England, in 1883. Her home port was
Philadelphia.
Her cargo was valued at $350,000
and was insured by the American government against war risks.
The Evelyn was last reported as arriving at Rotterdam on Feb. 17.
The following wireless was received
:from Berlin Saturday night:
"The report of the sinking of a British transport with troops and its convoy reached Berlin too late for comment by the morning papers.
"All of the papers, however, feature
headlines, tothe report in first-paggether with reports of the sinking of
other , vessels by submarines or
mines."

SPANISH-AMERICA-

w inter oiins oring Money
A spell of cold, damp weather is
always followed by a fine crop of kidney troubles and backache.
Colds and chills damage the kidneys. Other troubles common to winter weather are just as bad. Grip, tonsilitis, quinsy, pneumonia or any other
infectious disease hurts the kidneys
by overloading the blood with poisons.
The kidneys get worn, weak and inflamed trying to work it off.
It isn't hard to strengthen weak
kidneys though, if you act quickly.
At the first sign of backache, dizzy
spells, headaches, loss of weight, nervousness, depression and painful, irregular kidney action, start using Doan's
Kidney Pills. Rest the kidneys by
simple eating, avoidance of overwork
and worry, and getting more rest and
sleep. A milk diet Is fine.
This sensible treatment should
bring quick benefit and prevent serious kidney diseases like dropsy,
gravel and Brlght's disease.
Clip this advertisement and mail it
to the address below for a free trial
of Doan's Kidney Pills, the best rec- -

llis

ommended kidney remedy in tbj
world. You'll decide It worth a trial,
when you read this enthusiastic testt

JiJjj

BT9

mony.

Helpless From Pain
Doan's Kidney Pills Brought
the First Relief

"I'd be all right only for my

back-

John T. Scantling, 840 Johnson St, Trinidad, Colo.,' says: "I was confined to my
bed for three months with rheumatism and
I was perfectly helpless. Finally when X
got up I had to use crutches to get around.
From that time on I had attacks of kidney
trouble. I was greatly annoyed by too frequent passages of the kidney secretions,
causing my rest to be disturbed several
times during the night By spells I have
been hardly able to get up or down. I
epeni a great deal of money doctoring and
trying advertised medicines, but not until Z
began using Doan's Kidney Pills did I find
the results I Had been looking for. This
medicine rid me of the pain In my back,
regulated the passages of the kidney secretions and made my kidneys normal. I hav
been able to work every day since and I
can say that Doan's Kidney Pilla have mad
ma feel like a different man."

-

;

w

e

A German submarine
made its appearance in-- the Irish sea
Saturday morning and torpedoed,
without notice, the British coasting
steamer Cambank of 1,990 tons register. Three of the crew wer killed
and a fourth was drowned while the
men were taking to the boats'.
This incident was the only one connected with the German submarine
.blockade of the British Isles reported
Saturday. It came about the same
fleets
ttime that the Anglo-Frencwere bombarding the Dardanelles
iorts and while the Russians, accord- ,
ing to a telegram received from Petro-gradwere administering a defeat to
the Germans at Ossowetz, and driving
back to the frontier the troops which
had attacked that fortress.
Jn the meantime the battles on the
Continent continue, with
intensity. The offensive, which
the allies took early last week, has
brought about renewed activity all
along the line, and attacks and
hpo.omfl much more
'hfivp
'v
CCl "abWViVD
numerous.
- Both the British and the French
mingly made considerable progress,
he outset of the offensive opera-:and this made it imperative for
wm,' ,mans t0 dellver counter attacks
theiOa,
Q tbe ground which they had
London.

h
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Some people would rather die a
death than send for a doctor.

j

1

For Coughs, Colds and Distemper, ' and at the first symptoms of any
such, ailment, give small doses of that wonderful remedy, now ta
most used In existence,
SPOHN'S DISTEMPER COMPOUND
CO cents and
a bottle; t& and 110 the doxen of any druggist, tisrnsH
tl
SPOHN MEDICAL CO.,
dealer, or delivered by
Chemists and Bacteriologists, Goshen, Ind., U. S. A.

According to Llpton, Joffre Is the
most silent man in the world, considering the noise he makes.

It doesn't pay to do things by halves,
such,
for instance, as saying the right
When Your Eyes Need Care
thing
at the wrong time.
Dae Murine Eye Medicine. No Smarting Feela
"

Fine Acts Oulckly. Try It for Eed, Weak,
Sore Eyes and Granulated Eyelids, Murine Is
compounded by our Oculists not a "Patent
Medicine" but used in successful Physicians'
Practice for many years. Now dedicated to
the Public and sold by Druggists at 50c per
Bottle. Mnrine Eye Salve in Aseptic Tubes,
Ke and 60c. Write for Book of the Eye Free.
Murin Ey Remedy Company, Chicago Adv.

Hampered.
She Before we were married you
said that you would go to the end of
the earth for me.
He Yes, but I can't afford
Journal.
ville
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real
O RIP? Í Aguarantee
A

on roofing!

6lltour

useless risk U to buy roofing

Patcencrfir. firav h
Davis, Electric Lights
and Starter. 25 H. P.

not guaranteed by a responsible concern. When you buy our roofing you
get thewrittenguarantee of the world's
largest manufacturer of roofing and
building papers.

Buy materials that last

Qfri
pS

R

!f

KJKjt

miles on 1 gallon
Greatest bill climber;
gasoline. 10,000 miles on one set of tires.
Stewart Speedometer, one man top, 105 Inch
wheel base, 32x3tf inch tires, weight 1,600
pounds. METZ and CARTERO AR Distributors for Colorado, New Mexico and Wyoming
S3

to 80

The Colorado Cartercar Co.
1636 Broadway

FIGS FOR

SYRUP

MIUPILS
It is cruel to force nauseating,
harsh physic into a

sick child.

our leading product is guaranteed 5
10 years for
ard 15
years for
We also make lower
years for
ly

ly.

priced roofing, slate surfaced shingles,
building papers, wall boards, out-dopaints, plastic cement, etc.
Ask .your dealer for products made by ns.
They are reasonable in price and we stand
behind t&em.

Denver, Colorada

ih H.P. Chore Boy Engine, $28.50
21 H. P. Hired Man Engine, $35.00
6$ discount for cash with order.

10

Days Free Trial.

or

General Roofing Manufacturing Co.
Look back at your childhood days.
WorlcT larvett manttfttcturen of Roofing
Remember the "dose" mother insisted
and Building Paptrt
Pittibargn
Boilon
Cnieaie
New Tori City
castor oil, calomel, cathartics.
on
Philadelphia
Cleveland
Detroit
Ailuta
How you hated them, how you fought
Minneapotí
Kansas
City
Cincinnati
St.Loni
Saa Francisco Saattle London Hambarg Sydney
against taking them.
different
With our children it's
Mothers who cling to the old form of
physic simply don't realize what they
do. The children's revolt is
Their tender little "insides" are
Is Only Skin Deep
"
Injured by them.
If your child's stomach, liver and
It is vitally
bowels need cleansing, give only delithere
cious "California Syrup of Figs." Its
fore, that you
action is positive, but gentle. Millions
take good care
of mothers keep this harmless "fruit
Wrfv"
of your skin.
laxative" handy; they know children
love to take it; that it never fails to
clean the liver and bowels and sweeten the stomach, and that a teaspoonful
given today saves a sick child tomor- if used regularly will beautify and
well-founde-

i

LIVE AGENTS WANTED

Roofing

d.

Í

Beauty

nec-essa- ry
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unA lot

Absolutely guaranteed to operate to your entire
satisfaction. Pump water, run separator, cmu&i
grind feed. Sold and Guaranteed by
L. A. WATKINS MDSE. CO.. DENVER, COLO.

25 lbs.

Genuine Blatchfords Calf Meat
Sl.OO-SOl- bs.
$2.00-1- 00
lbs.

$350

DEFIANCE STARCH
is constantly growing in favor because

it

Does Not Stick to the Iron
and it will not injure the finest fabric. Fot
laundry purposes it has no equal. 16 oz.
package 10c 3 more starch for same money.
1--

DEFIANCE STARCH CO., Omaha. Nebraski

ZONA POMADE rJROOMCOPJ!

row.

.

bottle
Ask at the store for a
which
Figs,"
b.
y
of "California Syrup of
torzal
lOSt.
rr has full directions for babies, children
v
lXtA
yioii-ouj
,K . ' nas Deeu b"u
grown-up- s
plainly
aeroplane, which dropped of all ages and for
f
Adv.
on
bottle.
Austria
each
:an
the Monte-bombana, V acC0rdJng to women.
,dlllng tw0
When a wise man knows anything
inegrin report;
worth telling he keeps it to himself.

--

IjJatch Your Colts

Smile on wash day. That's when you use
Red Cross Bag Blue. Clothes whiter than
snow. All grocers. Adv.

50-ce- nt

preserve your complexion and help
you retain the bloom of early youth
for many years. Try it for 30
days. If not more than satisfied
you get your money back. 50c
at druggists or mailed direct.

Zona Company, Wichita, Kan.

TO US FOR BEST RESULTS

CHEAP insurance RATEO
LIBERAL LOANS MADE ' WRITE US

COYNE BROTHERS
118 W. SOUTH WATER

ST.,

TI rauc

CHICAGO1)

O- -1
1
9 room mod. brick, large cornet
ja.lC
lot, 2nd Ave., near Broadway,
Terms easy. O. W. Snodgraas, owner, Brignton, Oolo.

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
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P. .T. Tjansr.hA nf Trnvton.
Missouri is a prospectiy'e land
seekes in the near future. He is
a Hardware Dealer and wants to
try farming in the west.

Joe Alter tson, the popular
traveling man was in town MonMrs. A. Cadwalader, formerly
day getting orders from Roy
merchants, He always gets them Goldie Guthman writes us to
to her at 802 S.
send her
too,
Walter St. Albuquerque in
S--

a Woman?

Are Yoa

for a while and making some
more improvements.
'

.

Hi!!!

Pete Laumbach was in from La
Cinta Canyon Monday. He says
they had but two inches of snow Dr. Bartholomew drove down
in the canyon but that it was from Mills Thursday in his new
several inches deeper at the top Ford. He is getting in line for
of the hill than it was out on the the coming boom.
mesa.

The Women's Tonic

FOH SALE

AT

ALL

DfHSTS
F4

mm

30E
Mrs, Irene Scheaffer who has
been with her sister, Mrs. Raines
here fer the past few weeks returned to her home in Tucumca-r- i
Sunday.
'

Faustin De Laney came down
from the Coal Camps Wednesday and is living out on his claim

Dave Ballard returned to his
heme on Ute Creek Friday. He

has been visiting Dan Laumbach
since the snow storm last week.
Making out Assessment Lists
for those who failed to get in
when the Deputy was here . has
been a strenuous job this week.
We cheerfully assist all who come
with their blanks and sympathise
with them in1 their efforts to
comply with conditions they well
o know are unfair and impracticable.

Until Furtlier
NOTICE

The
has printed up a new
lot of Notes, Bill of Sale and.other
blanks and will continue to supply you with thes convenient
blanks.
S--

We will

.

Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clavton, N.M
Feb 23 1915.
Notice is hereby given that John T
Cummins, of Solano N. M. who, on
made HE Serial No.
5 4 1903,
01976 Add'l 09932 for NJSEJ; Ni-SSl-SSec 35, Twp
lSNÍing 26 E. N.M. P. Meridian ha.
filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before D, S.
Durrin U. S. Commissioner, at. his
on the 8th
office at Solano N. M.
1915
day of Apr.
.

12-9--

--

SELL-f- or

Si-S-

EJ

Gash Only

Judging from the readiness
with which things were disposed
of at the sale Tuesday, and the
large quantity of paper discounted by the farmers, this part of

12
9
14
25

New Mexico is in a very prosperous condition, however it may be
elsewhere. Stock of all kinds
sold exceptionally well, as did also the household goods and other
articles. Mills Developer.
'
The I.O.O.F. had luncheon at
their meeting Wednesday evening. The refresement committee

25

reported the purchase of a water
tank and Coffee percolator of a
size suitable for use in lodge
aflairs and they are getting ready
to make the lodge more attractive
and interesting than it has ever

Cans Fancy Sweet Corn,
Cans Fancy Tomatoes,
Full Count
Pounds Sugar for

Pound Case Prunes. Fresh
Standard Dried Peaches

$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.85
$1.85

Cooking Figs, per. lb.
Loose Raisins, " "
"
Dried Apricots,

Claimant names as witnesses:

Luther P Raines
Nieves Madrid
Donald P Upton
All of Solano, N, M. ,

John Beckman

.

Paz Valverde,
2--

10c
10c
15c

FLOERSHEIM MERC. CO.

Bible Lesson
Lesson story Page 53 Florence
Davis.
Song 135.
Talks on Topic: "Jesus and his
Sabbaths",
Jeaiiette Lusk
Clifton Downing
'. Glenn Anderson
"

Mary Spickard.
Sentence Prayer- Song 191,
Mission Study IV. Page 56.
Report of last week work.
Closing Song.

ROY,

Mizpah.

Leader, Ruth Harper.

Uí

3oi
Mrs. Nettie Blakemore, a sister
to Mrs. A. Moikle of Mills, died
Tuesday night of Tuberculosis.
She came here recently from
Montana hoping to benefit her
health. The body was shipped to
her old home in Illinois for

--

-

N.M.

Paz Valverde, Register.

3--

Some people are natural" jokers

60

For instance "Bush" writes us
from Chicago to advertise the
"Post" farm in Kansas Valley and
says "It could be put under Irrigation". Those who have seen
the place lately will see the joke
as it is under considerable "Irrigation" at the present time.

helping him put the rubberoid
A. G. Trujillo, at Solano was in
garage
new
Brown's
Fred
roof on
town, Wednesday as, interpreter
Thursday. It is a workmanlike for some friends who were makjob and covers a fine big Auto ing final proof on their, claims.
Shop.

Department of the Interior
U S Land Office, Clayton, N M
Fep. 23, 1915,
hereby
is
given that Catarino
Notice
Trujillo, of Gállenos N M.who, on
made
March 14 1912,
Homestead entry Seirial no. 014469
for Lots 3 &4 Sec. 4 Twp 17
Sec 33 Twp 18 N Range 30 E, NMP M
has filed notice of intention to make
three-yea- r
proof to establish claim to
the land above described before Juan
ita G.Gonzales U S Commissioner at
Gallegos, N, M, on the 8th. day of
Apr. 1915.
v
Claimant names as witnesses
Desiderio Pena
Tiofilo Garcia
Encarnación Sandoval Gallegos NM
Lionardo Martinez 'Ramon NM
2--

Pink Gunn had a gang of men

'

F0H PUBLICATION.

SJ-S-

Junior Endeavor

5-1- 0.

Roister

3--

NOTICE

been.

Junior .Christian Endeavor
Program for S unday Feb. 28th.
Topic: Stories of Christ's Sabbaths Luke 6;
Song: What a Friend we have
in Jesus.
The Lords Prayer, in concert.

.
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Designs

Copyrights Ac.

Anyone sending a sketch and desnMptlon mal
Quickly ascertain our opinion free whether al

invention Is probably patentable. Conimunlc.
Hons strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on P Mend
sent free. Oldest aF8008""
Patents taken through Munn A Co. reoelvl
ipeeial notice, without charge, In the

A

Scientific fltaericait.
weekly. Largest
handsomely illustrated

cl

& Co.36,Broadway- - New Yorfc
F St. Washington. D.
BKMk

hUKfl

Office. 625
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FACE LOSS OF SALARY

STATE NEWS

SUPREME COURT DECIDES CHIEFS
MUST PAY DEPUTIES.

OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

OR SiGK STOMACH

PEOPLE

Time itl Rape's Diapepsin ends
all Stomach misery in five
minutes.

Opinion Given In Case of State ex rel
Assessor Baca Against Treasurer
Montoya of Socorro County,

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
DATES FOR COMING EVENTS.
April
Annual Meeting- - Southwest2-- 3.

ern New Mexico Cattle Qrowera'
sociation, at Silver City.

As-

Do some foods you eat bit tac- kA large elevator Is to be built at
taste good, but work badly; ferment
Into stubborn lumps and cause a sick, Clovis.
sour, gassy stomach? Now, Mr. or
The Engle dam is now 83 per cent
Mrs. Dyspeptic, Jot this down: Pape's completed.
Diapepsin digests everything, leaving
Harriet C. Butler has been named
nothing to sour and upset you. There postmistress at Farmington.
never was anything so safely quick, so
Francisco M. Bojorquez was re
certainly effective. No difference how elected representative from Sierra
-

badly your stomach is disordered you
will get happy relief In five minutes,
but what pleases you most is that it
strengthens and regulates your stomach so you can eat your favorite foods
without fear.
You feel different as soon as 'Tape's
Diapepsin" comes In contact with the
stomach distress Just vanishes your
stomach gets sweet, no gases, no belching, no eructations of undigested food.
Go now, make the best investment
you ever made by getting a large fifty-cecase of Pape's Diapepsin from any
store. Tou realize in five minutes how
needless it Is to suffer from indigestion, dyspepsia or bad stomach. Adr.
nt

Troubles for Him.
The big cousin was talking to the
small one. "Buryl," she said, "are you
anxious to be a man?"
"Sure I am," the six year old answered promptly.
"Why? When you're grown up you'll
Just have a peck of troubles."
y "I won't," drawled Buryl, confident
ly. "When I'm a man I won't have
any troubles, 'cause I'm goln to be a
bachelor."

county.
The Commercial Club at Alamogor-dis arranging for a county fair the
coming fall.
The House passed a three-cen- t
mile
passenger rate bill by an overwhelming majority.
Santos Sanchez, 105 years old, died
at Albuquerque. He had not been ill
for a decade.
Maxwell shipped a carload of beans
to Kansas City. The owner realized
three cents per pound.
President Wilson nominated Arthur
J. Evans of Elida, register of the land
office at Fort Sumner.
A shipment of fifty elk ten bulls
and forty cows was made from Gardner, Mont., to Decatur, N. M.
Mayor Lea, of Roswell, designated
Feb.
as clean-uweek, and Roswell now presents an improved appearance.
The governor has signed the measure extending the term of schools
from five to seven months and it is
now a law.
Quay farmers delivered fourteen
wagon loads of broom corn in Tucum-carfor which they received from $60
to $80 per ton.
Quay county has an area of 2,806
square miles, containing 77 school districts, 104 school rooms, 104 teachers
and 3.57Í scholars.
Governor McDonald announced to
both Houses of the Legislature that he
had signed House Bill 158, the Blood
investigation measure.
T. E. Stephenson, superintendent of
the Empire Zinc Co., at Kelly, was
Beriously, and maybe fatally injured
by a fall in the mine.
The farmers in the neighborhood of
Hondale will plant sixty acres in
tomatoes the coming season. A canning factory is assured.
Official returns show that Tularosa
lost the high school bond proposition
by 19 votes, 957 votes being 'cast for
and 976 against the proposition.
The new American-L- a
France triple
combination fire, pump, chemical and
hose truck of 100 horsepower, costing $9,000, has been delivered to Domio

i

.

15-2- 0,

p

l,

MEAT CLOGS KIDNEYS
THEN YOUR BACK HURTS
Take a Glass of Salts to Flush Kid
neys If Bladder Bothers You
Drink Lots of Water.
No man or woman who eats meat
regularly can make a mistake by flushing the kidneys occasionally, says a
authority.
Meat forms
uric acid which excites the kidneys,
they become overworked from the
strain, get sluggish and fail to filter
the waste and poisons from the blood,
then we get sick. Nearly all rheumatism, headaches, liver trouble, nervousness, dizziness, sleeplessness and
urinary disorders come from sluggish
kidneys.
The moment you feel a dull ache in
the kidneys or your back hurts or If
the urine is cloudy, offensive, full of
sediment, irregular of passage or attended by a sensation of scalding, stop
eating meat and get about four ounces
of Jad Salts from any pharmacy; take
a tablespoonful In a glass of water
before breakfast and in a few days
your kidneys will act fine. This famous salts Is made from the acid of
grapes and lemon Juice, combined
.with lithla, and has been used for
generations to flush and stimulate the
kidneys, also to neutralize the acids
In urine so it no longer causes irritation, thus ending bladder weakness.
Jad Salts is inexpensive and cannot
Injure; makes a delightful effervesdrink which everyone
cent llthia-wate- r
should take now and then to keep the
kidneys clean and active and the blood
pure, thereby avoiding serious kidney
.
complications. Adv.
well-know- n

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Santa Fé. An opinion handed down
by the State Supreme Court means
that county officers must go payless
unless the Legislature passes a salary
bill. Commissioners in nearly every
county have allowed officers advance
money against the time when a salary
bill would be enacted. The opinion
was given in the case of the State ex
rel Assessor A. B. Baca of Socorro
county against Treasurer Max H.
Montoya of Socorro. The Socorro
county commissioners allowed Assessor Baca $5,000 for deputy hire, but
Treasurer Montoya refused to pay the
warrants. Passing through Intricate
legal procedure, the case finally
reached the Supreme Court, which
supported Montoya. Under the opinion, county officers must pay deputies
out of their own pockets. County officers whose tenure dates from January, 1912, have as yet received no
salary on account of Governor McDon-old'- s
vetoing salary bills passed by
two previous Legislatures.
Investigating Committee Named.
Santa FÓ. A new banking act, approved by the State Bankers' Association, was introduced inboth Houses of
the Legislature. Among other fean
tures It limits bank loans, to one
or corporation to 20 per cent of
capital and surplus and provides that
no bank can loan more than 10 per
cent of capital and surplus to one director without the written consent of
the other directors. No bank is allowed to do business without at least
$25,000 paid In, this provision to bo effective not later than 1920. The joint
committee to investigate the State
College and related financial affairs
consists of Senators Crampton and
and Representative
Blood,
Chaves Y. Luna and Rutherford,
Alldredge and Rutherford being Democrats. The bill making an appropriation for the improvement of the Rio
Grande passed the House and goes to
the governor.
per-Bo-

All-dred-

Catarrh of Kidneys
Cared Oy Pcroca

CU 11

ut uto

Kidneys and
Bladder. 1

Am Very
Thankful
For Peruna
I Feel Well,
My tongue
is clear. I

b

m

w

m

t jw; j

am

m

have no bitter taste in my
mouth. I am glad to say I
do not need Peruna any
longer, I am perfectly welt
I have Peruna in the houso
all the time When I have
a cold or when I do not feel
well I take Peruna. We
were all sick with the grip
last winter. We took Peruna and it helped us. Peruna
is the best medicine for grip

or colds."
Mr. Qua. H. Cartoon. Box
lonvUIe, Mian,

Ol

S01

(

Taking Precautions.
"Mother," said little Bob, who is devoted to his tender maternal comrade
but strong in his Individual tastes and
fancies, "I like everything you cook
except spinach."
"But, dear," smiled mother, "I never
do cook spinach."
"I know it, mother," the little lad
smiled back quaintly, "but I just said
It so you never will."

'

SELF SHAMPOOING '

With Cutlcura Soap Is Most Comforting and Beneficial. Trial Free.

Especially if preceded by touches
of Cutlcura Ointment to spots of dandruff and itching on the scalp skin.
These supercreamy emollients meet
every skin want as well as every
toilet and nursery want In caring for
the skin, scalp, hair and hands.
Sample each free by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. XY,
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.

Head Literally Tom to Pieces.
Santa Fó. The passage of a bill by
Time Wasted.
the House under suspension ' of the
"Dinah, did you wash the fish berules, offering a reward of $500 for the
slayer or slayers of Candido Chaves, fore you baked It?"
"Law, ma'am, what's de use ob
whose body" was found near the viler fish what's lived all his life
washin'
lage of Santo Domingo, Sandoval counv
ty, elicited details of a shocking In de water?"
crime. Chaves' body was found by his
Red Cross Bag Blue, much better, goes
brother lying in. the road, with the
farther
than liquid blue. Get from any
head literally torn
by a grocer. Adv.
charge from a shotgun fired so close
s

that powder burns were visible. The
Philadelphia has a professional
brother alleges he found a trail of en's club.
The Rev. Frederick T. Bennett, in moccasined feet following that of his

ng-

charge of the Church of the Holy brother.
Faith, in' Santa Fé, from 1894 to 1895,
To Protect Men In Mines
died at St. Luke's Home in Phoenix,
Ariz.
Santa Fé. The Senate passed SenA dispatch from Washington states ate Bill No. 13, by Mr. Pankey, amendthat New Mexico's Military Institute ing the law creating the office of Inretains its leád for first place in Class spector of mines and defining his
A of the national shooting competition duties and powers. The bill provides
for military schools.
that every operator of any coal mine
The Hondale members of the Mim "shall supply at least one drag for
bres Valley Farmers Association have each rope trip in all Inclines and
won their contention for a substation slopes to be attached to the rear end
at Hondale for the supply of fuel oil of the hind car, ascending such inclines or slopes, for the purpose of defor their pumping plants.
railing
the car in case the rope or
An additional appropriation to de
couplings
should break or any cars befray expenses in connection with the
come
detached."
boundary dispute
In spite of the fact that money talks, New Mexico-Texa- s
is
urged
message sent to
special
a
in
it doesn't seem particularly garrulous
both
of
Legislature.
Boy Shoots Girl In Head.
houses
the
us.
of
with some
Fé.- - The fourteen-year-olSanta
Jamea T. Fay was fined $100 for
daughter
Roman Tafoya of Cerrillos,
of
unlawfully
selling
liquor,
stop
a
after
They
the tickle. Dean's Mentholated
trial
Cough Drops stop coughs quickly. A pleasin Farmington. It was claimed Fay, this county, was shot in the head with
ant remedy 5o at all good Druggists.
in dry San Juan county, had been a .22 rifle in the hands of a boy named
shipping in five gallons of liquor Florentino Lucerov, who claims it was
Lack of interest In a story is enough weekly.
an accident
to prove its truthfulness.

wom-

The Wretchedness
of Constipation
Can quickly be overcome by
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.
Purely vegetable
act surely and
i wni i kiwi
gently on the r
yiniTTLE iI
liver. Cure
AIM
I1IVLK I
Biliousness,
Head-

f

ache,
Dizzi

ness, and Indigestion.

They do their duty, v

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature

d

f

toilet preparation of merit
Belpe to eradicate dandruff.
For Reitorin C.ninr mnA

A

if

CAKKbK a
HAIIT BALSAM

Baauty to Gray or Faded Hair.
aoo. ana slw at urnrotsta,

EE

E

EJE

Jira

Gome to the
L7 .JV
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Roy Telephone Company

rZ

IF

'rift tfi ííMi ti

S
Now connected with Solano and Mosquero, on the South.
Mills, Abbott, Jaritas, Chico, Taylor and Springer,
on the North

Connected with all Bell Long Distance
Telephone Lines

FOR YOUR

Groceries, Hardware and Harness
Also Harness and Shoes Repaired

Do your business by phone and get your answer

time and save telegraphic delays.

We Pay Highest Market Price
For Produce

at same

Officé and EXCHANGES AT

ROY, N. M.

a

m eac- - Marke
Fl
ana oaKery

Local Residence
$1.50 'per mo.

y

Fresh and Cured Meats,
Fresh Bread, everyday

Notice For Publication

Notice of Contest

Department of the interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Jan. 30 1915. Notice is

Department of the Interior
United States Land office.
Clayton, New Mexico.
Jan. 26 1915
To GhWerC Thomas of Solano N.M.
Contestee:
,
You are hereby notified that Henry
E Dean who gives Solano N.M.
e
as his
address, did on Jan."
4. 1915 file in this office his duly cor
roborated application to contest and
secure the cancellation of your H E
Entry No.
Serial No. 012427
made Dec. 2 1910. for
of NE1
of SW. Section 24 Township 19N.
Range 27E. N. M. P. Meridian, and as
grounds for his contest he alleges that
said, Grover C, Thomas has deserted
and abondoned said land for more
than 2 years, next proceeding the
date hereof, That he has during that
time failed to cultivate any. part of
said land, and hi. a never built any
house thereon and that these defects
still exist, uncured.
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
as confessed, and your said entry will
be canceled without further right to be
heard, either before this office or on
appeal if you fail to file in this office
within
twenty days after the FOURTH publi
cation pf this notice, as shown below
your answer, under oath, specifically
responding to these allegations of contest, together with due proof that you
have served a copy of your answer on
the said contestant either in person or
by registered mail
You should state in your answer the
e
to which you dename of the
be
to
sent to you.
notices
sire future
Register.
Paz Valverde,
Date of first publication' Feb. 6 1915.

Wi-NE-

EJ-N-

Telephone 123

MllllWlmglil,

1915.

PUBLICATION.

Notice for Publication

Claimant names as witnesses,
David M Valdez
Eduardo Sandoval
Department of the Interior,
,
Ignacio Jiminez
U. S. Land Office. Clayton, N.M. Filiberto Bel arde
All of Albert, N M.
February, 6 1915.
Jan 30, 1915,
Notice is hereby given that Stella
Paz Valverde,
Notice is hereby given that George
Stanfill Formerly Stella Graham of
6
Register.
Guilmette of Mosquero N, M.
1908-6- -24
Solano, N, M. who, on
who on
3
made HE.
0368 and Add'l 08646
1909 male H-- E
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
010476 Serial No. 016090 for
Department of the Interior,
for lots 3 and 4 Sec. 6 Twp. 18 north
.SEi; &
and
J
Rng. 28 E. and lots 3 and 4 and WJ-- .
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
34 Twp 19 N Rg 28 E. N.M.P.
ot
bee.
SEi of Sec. 31 Twp. 19 Rng. 28E. N. Meridian,
Notice is hereby
has filed notice of inten- Jan. 30, 1915.
M. P. Meridian,, has filed notice of in
to
tion
N. De Weese,
Lowell
make three Year Proof, to given that
tention to make Five Year Proof, to
M
who on Aug. 24 '09
establish claim to thejand above des- establish, claim to the' land above f Mosquero, N
described, before Elvira G. Stanton, made HE No. 08957 for NEJ & Lots
cribed before P. S. Durrin, U. S.
U.
S. Commissioner, at Mosquero, "N.
& 2 Sec 8 & Lots 1 & 2 Sec 9
Commissioner, at Solano New Mexico
M. on the 18th day of Mar 1915.
18 N. Range 28 E. N. M. P
Twp.
on the 24th day of March 1915.
Meridian, has filed notice of inClaimant names as witnesses.
Claimant names as witnesses,
tention to make three Year Proof, to
Edwin H. Hughes' Holly R Johnson Benjamin F Brown A H Mc
Glothlin establish claim to the land above
Davis M. Talbot G L Mc Kinney
Andrew S Trout
Fred S Edmonds described, before U. S. Commissioner
'All of Solano
all of Mosquero N. M. Elvira G Stanton, at Mosquero, N.
Paz Valverde
6
6
M. on the 19th day of March. 1915.
Paz Valverde,
Register
Register,
Claimant names as witnesses:
E L Fuller
Benjamin F Brown
Notice for Publication.
W T Loftin
A II Mc Glothlin
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton. N. M.

2-- 6

'

say

hereby given that Marcelinp Velas
quez, of Ue Haven, JN.M. wno,on
Feb. 24, 1910, Sept. 2, 1911 made HE
Serial 010587 &' 013790 for EJ-S&
Sec. 12 and
J
Sec 13, Township 21 North Range 28E
notice
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
'
of intention to make final three year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, 'before W. H, Will- cox, U.S. Commissioner at Roy,
New Mexico on the 18th day of March,

Qodward&'
ones
roa

3--

8-- 5,

'

7.28-191-

SJ-N-

NJ-SW-

'

3-- 14

2--

2--

Department of the Interior.
U. S.

Land

at Clayton,

Office

3--

Notice For Publication
.

Department of the Interior,
New
U, S. Land office at Clayton, N. M.

Feb, 6th., 1915.
Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that Eliseo
Austin of Solano NM. who on Mar. 3
1910 made HE Serial No, 010594 for
J
Sec. ' 28
and
Twp 18N. Rng 27E. N.M.P
of
Meridian, has filed notice
to'
intention make Five year Proof, to
establish, claim to the land above described, before D. S. Durrin U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Sola23d day of Mar
N. M. on the
no,
'

Jan. 30,

.

1915.

Notice is hereby given that Henry J.
Little , of Roy, N. M. who, on
June. 4, 1910 Mar. 20, ,1911, made
HE Serial No. 011471 Add'l 012978
NW Sec. 24 and
and
Sec. 23 Twp. 21N
Range 27 E. N. M. P. Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described before F.H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, 'at',
1915.
his office at Roy,N. M. on the 19th dav
Claimant names as witnesses: of Mar. 1915.
Claimant names as witnesses:
of Solano
Andras Trujillo
Leandro
C. C. Nugen
Encarnación Hernandez
H Mitchell
Juan Hernandez
Martinez
J W Woodward
T M Stevens
All of Mosquero N.M.
All of Roy. N, M.
'
' '
Paz Vai verde
'
Paz .Valverde,
Register
Register.
-

all of Mosquero, N, M.
Paz 'Valverde,
6
6
Register.

2--

E-S-

.

j

2--

:

3--

.'

.

..

E

"

post-offic-

post-offic-

.

2d
3d
4th

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
v.

Department of the Interiors
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

Jan.

30

,

1915.

:

-

3--

NJ-NE-

EJ-N-

Local Buaines
$2.50 per m

$3.00 per mo.

Wirv,lv!w,r

1

NOTICE

Private Line

M
I

13

"
"

20
27

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Depatment of the Interior,
U.S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Jan. 30 1915.
Notice is hereby given that Jamés É
Brice, of Dayid , N,M, who, on
niade HE Serial No. 014539 for
SEi Sec. 21: Twp. 18 N Rng. 30E
NMP M, has filed notice of intention
proof to esto make Final three-yea- r
land
to
above
descriqlaim
the
tablish
bed, before Elvira G. Stanton, ' U S
Commissioner at Mosquero, N. M.
on the.18 day of Mar. 1915.

Notice is hereby given that, Cristobal
Maynes of DeHaven, N.M. who on 12-- 5
lmade HE Serial No. 014225, for SI
S. 4,Twp. 21
NE : SEJ Sec.5 W-SN.29Rng.N M P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make three Year
roof to establish claim to the land
above described, before W.H.Will- cox U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, N,
M. on the 19th day of Mar,, 1915,
Claimant names as witnesses,
Claimant names as witnesses,
Tobias De Herrera Paine Field
Jose E Trujillo
Pierce
Field
Jose Hilario Trujillo Serafín T Baca
Teófilo Salázar Olmedo Manchego
All of De Haven N M
all of David N,'m,
Paz Valverde,
Paz Valverde,
2-- 6

3--

6

( Register;

2-- 6

3--

6

Register.

'
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figures with their suggestion of
squareness.
One of the novelties in evening
frocks, not, however, made by Worth,
is flounces of white tulle edged with
pink worsted embroidery. These
coarse threads of crewel are also used
on chiffon, on voile, on silk. Taffeta
frocks have worsted flowers at the
waist, at the end of a sash, as a
border to the hem, and one shop offers a frock of dark blue silk with its
tunic bordered with short yellow and
blue worsted fringe. It is easy to see
that the constant knitting by the women all over the world this winter has
suggested the idea.
The prevalence of mourning in Europe has brought from the manufacturers a large assortment of mingled
black and white materials. The new
silks have large and widely separated
black flowers on a white ground. The
broad striping of the directoire has
returned and black coat suits are
made with long pointed waistcoats, of
It. There are also separate coats of
it above skirts of plain black silk, or
cloth.
,

MATERIALS SIMPLIFY PROBLEM
OF TRIMMING.

Greatest Parisian Designer of Costumes Has Decreed That Ruffles
Shall Be a Feature of the

New

Star May

Be Placed on

Coming Season.

the American Flag

Í

Any weave of good voile will make
a serviceable spring gown, suitable for
many occasions and differing climates.
In dark blue It is trimmed with a
border that may be used as a
finish to the long
tunic, for cuffs or for
'
the collar.
There is a new silk out, by the way,
In deep dark blue on which is a printed border in deep red and a bright
tone of blue. This aids the dress:
maker in a most gratifying way to
solve the problem of trimming. If we
are to wear simple lines, and to depend on our original material for our
effects, then we may often be in despair as to how to get in our color.
FOR
THE HATBOX
SACHET
Not only long tunics with borders,
but ruffles are to be worn. Worth is Bunch of Tiny Roses Is One of the
making both. The world has looked
Newest Ideas for the Scenting
to the House of Worth for stately
of Lingerie.
Unes, not frivolities; it has been the
Ah unusual sachet, which would be
very attractive for the hatbox or to
keep among the lingerie, is a bunch
of tiny rosebuds, such as are used for
decorating boudoir caps, negligees,
etc. The heart of each rose, before
being coiled, should be filled with
one's favorite sachet In a cluster of
eight or nine roses, the sachet will
be sufficient to Impart a delicate fragrance.
A sachet of this sort is extremely
dainty and the rosebuds are the most
easily manipulated of all the ribbon
Why Senator Stone Moved for Extra Session
flowers. The ribbon should be an Inch
wide and sewed into a little pocket at
chairman of the committee on foreign relations, Senator Stone's preone end of the sachet, then wrapped
ASrogative Is to move for executive sessions of the senate whenever busiaround and around until the rosebud
ness Is to be transacted behind closed doors. Recently during the debate
is the correct size. Add a few leaves,
there was a surplus of oratory. The
cut from green velvet, and you will
discussion was prolonged and SenaJOHN
have one of the loveliest of sachets.
tor John Sharp Williams of MissisWILLIAMS
sippi grew tired.
THitfATETIED
Walking Into the Democratic
Adds Brightness.
T3W
cloakroom he found Senator Stone reVTtVO
Those who recall the colors of 20'
clining on a lounge.
years ago will remember the remark"Bill," he said, "go in there and
SPEECH
able popularity of cerise. Since then
move for an executive session and
it has returned many times and with
stop this interminable debate. I want
each reappearance It has been reto go home."
.
ceived with the same amount of pleas"Wait a bit," said the Missourlan.
ure which characterized its first com"It Is only 6:30."
ing.
"No, do it now," urged Williams.-speec- "If you don't I'll go back and make a
"Beetroot," "geranium" and various
for two hours."
other shades of red have been favored
Springing from the comfortable lounge, Senator Stone hurried into the
by fashion, but none of them is acchamber, caught the eye of the
and asked that the senate procepted so, cordially as cerise, which
ceed to the consideration of executive business.
reappears under the name of "mili"There is an urgent reason why we should go into executive session at Evening Wrap of Black Velvet and tary red." These brilliant shades of
Green and Black Striped Velvet,
once," he said, in a manner that caused other senators to suspect all manner
a Narrow Fur Collar Design red help to brighten the dark colors
With
of dire things.
which are so popular. The monotony
Sent From Paris by Lafeviere.
As the galleries were being cleared and the doorkeepers were locking
of black, tete de negro and midnight
the double portals, statesmen gathered about Snator Stone and Inquired the
blue shades in vogue Is relieved by
apostle of the dignified woman rather
nature of the problem confronting the government
an occasional dash of brightness, such
Seeing the excitement written on the faces of all those about him, the than the jaunty one. During these as
cerise or similar colors.
gay years women have accused the
Missourlan said:
"Calm yourself, gentlemen, the danger has now passed. John Williams Worths of making them look old, a
speech unless I moved for an executive ses- crime that few dressmakers can surthreatened to make a two-hoScarf 8 to Match Hangings.
sion. You may now rest your fears."
vive, and there have been times when
The scarfs for the furniture of your
this house has not enjoyed popularity. room may be made to match the hangEven the American buyers have not ings by cutting out single motifs of
Sammy April Is "Official Presidential Newsboy" paid
much attention to its models cretonne and applying them to th
during the last three seasons; the scarf .ends. Place them on the mateAPRIL describes himself as the "official presidential newsboy." reason always was that women rial in an attractive way and baste.
SAMMY
monthly for serving papers to the White House. "President wanted more frivolous, more conspic- They can either be .sewed with an
Taft shook hands with me whenever we met," he says. "The first time I saw uous, clothes than Worth gave them.
stitch around the edge
But the house had a decided suc- or buttonholed in place. If, however,
him was .about a month after 1
started to serve papers at the White cess last season. One or two of his you wish a quicker method, machine
'THlNO0UW0Ulfi)lL
Housa A man took me into a great models were more widely copied, per- stitch close to the edge around the
MAKE A COOD
big room and said, 'Mr. President haps, than any other evening gowns entire motif.'
during the winter. So this season he
this is your official newsboy.'
'"Is that so?' the president said. has gone in for ruffles as a real novTo Mend Linen.
"Tes;, he's the young man who elty or bid for attention. The statebrings the papers,' the man said.
Linen, If It Is not too fine, Is most
ment may not sound strange to one
"There were a lot of congress- who does not know the line for .which successfully mended on the sewing mamen and others in the room, but each house is famous, but, really, it chine. Baste a piece of old Unen unPresident Taft knew my time was is a strange conjunction: Worth and derneath the hole or worn spot and
valuable, and he made them wait ruffles!
darn back and forth on the machjne.
while he talked with ma He told me
None of the flounces on these skirts Trim off all loose threads and press.
he was glad to see me and that he hoped I would some day sit in the chair he is straight They go across the fig- This method is moat successful with
was filling. He said he thought I would make a good president
ure on the bias. This gives the dip- table linen. It is better to mend be.
"I haven't met President Wilson yet He knows me, though, and some ping line which Is so generally be- fore a hole appears. New Unen should!
lime I'm going in and shake hands with him."
coming to the majority of American never be used for mending table linen,

state may be added to the Union. Slices carved
WASHINGTON.
Washington, northern Idaho and western Montana may be
Joined to create the new state of Lincoln, in area and population about equal
to the present state of Washington,
one of the biggest in the Union.
For thirty years there has bfeen
agitation within the "Inland Empire,"
as the people of this aspiring region
love to call their country, for the creation of a new state. Conditions of
transportation and natural relationships have long made an appeal to
them.
Consent of the older states to
such a carving up of their domains
has been assumed as impossible, but
now comes Washington, which would be the chief loser, with a preliminary
tender of her blessing on the enterprise. If Washington permits it, Idaho
will be the more willing to surrender her northern "pan handle;" and after
that the chance of getting Montana to contribute her western projection of
territory will increase. Even with only Washington and Idaho consenting,
however, the new state ,could be created with ample area and population.
It is explained by members of congress who are interested In the revived efforts on the part of the residents of eastern Washington and the
Idaho "pan handle" to form a state of their own, that the procedure followed
will probably be prefaced by acts of the legislature of the states of Washington and Idaho, and of Montana, If the Bitter Root valley inhabitants wish
to enter the fight, giving the consent of the various states concerned to the
proposed legislation.
An "enabling act" would then be Introduced In congress creating the new
state, and if this act becomes law, through the signature of the president,
an official proclamation would be made, calling a constitutional convention to
organize a state government With this completed, the vote In congress for
formal admission of the new state would be taken.
A new
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Notice of Sale of
School Bonds

ON-CER-

10 THE PUBLIC: '
The following patents have been in

the Clayton Land Office a number of
years, and will be delivered to anyone sending Final Certificate, or
thiblio notice is hereby given that sworn statement,
that they are the
school district number thirty three, to rrvvner of the land in question:
wit, the school district of Roy, in the
Charles F. Allison, Aztec" Land) &
county of Mora, State of New Mexico C,attle company, nine patents, Fred
has issued bonds for the puipose of Austin, Jose Nazarioarguello,. Benar-b- e
building a school house in sa'.d disAragón, Heirs of Mariano A. Alar-Itrict by and through the Board of
Daniel R. Baker, Claud N. BradSchool Directors thereof, duly au- ley, Jim Bramlet, Elevandro Branch,
thorized by a majority of the qualified Vicente C. DeBaca, Cecilio Barella,
electors o said district, at a lawful Burleigh- Collins,. John T. Carter,
election duly called by said Board of Guadalupe M. de Cordova, Henry
School Directors. The .total amount Chase, John T. Davis, Madison
of said bond issue being three thou- Emery, Amol Erickson, ' Timoteo
sand dollars, in denominations of Fresquez, Agustin Garcia, John
twenty
five hundred dollars each, due
Grant, Marie Gonzales, Joseph R.
at
redeemable
years after date, and
Grover, Heirs of Josefa de De Gurule
school'district
said
the
of
the pleasure
Ygnacio Gonzales, Walter B. Gresh-adrawing
years,
ten
after
Jose Gonzales, Margarita Garat any time
per
'
duña John C. Hull, Harry Hitch
interest at the rate of six per cent
Joaepl
annum, interest payable
Jones,
E.
cock,
James
office
at
Treasurer's
county
two
the
W.
Joseph
Keller,
B. Johnson,
at
bonds
said
The
Mexico.
Oligio
F.
patents, James M. Lyon,
Mora, New
being given in the name of said school Labato, Albert Lojik, Trinidad Lu- district, and being duly signed by the ;cero, Nicholas Lujan, Leon Mestas,
j Samuel Mc3Lartin,
Heirs of Marcela
chairman of said board of school
countersigned by the clerk j V. Martinez, Mary E. Munns, Walter
thereof, approved by the County Sup. ,Y. Munns, Manuel Montoya, Tran
Knhnols and counter quilino Martinez, Martin Mascarenas,
eiHHClluciJu
Demecia Maestas, Luciano Martinez,
signed by the Treasurer and
county
of
said
"of
Martinez,
Donacionc
Maximiliano
Collector of taxes
bounty
said
Maestas), Juan Martinez, Deciderio
Mora, and delivered to
given to Montoya, George Miller Charles Mc- receipt
his
and
Treasurerthere- Arthur, Marthy McCarty, Serapio
said board of school directors
Nieto, Taylor Presley, Charles H.
for.
Tl Ppr.
TJmi,ron
Toacio Pato "PV1 sra
said
the
Notice is further given that
bid!B.
rin, Edwin
Perrin, Edward B.
bonds will be sold to the highest
said
of
Perrin, Gregorio Quintana, Eilbanio
der therefor, but that none
Roybal, John Ruffertshoeffsr, Lor- than
ninety
less
for
bonds will be sold
rebe
will
etta
Archuleta de Rael, Pablo Ribbal,
cents on the dollar. Bids
Mora.
Tose
Leon Romero, Antonio Rlvall,
ceived by the undersigned at
said
of
Augustine A. Rivard, Moses R. Stev
New Mexico, for the purchase
twelve
ens, Francisco Sandova, Francisco
second,
March
bonds up to'
D.
Jose M. Masalaz, Juan An
A.
Sanchez,
day.
o'clock P. M.f of said
Heirs of isabclita
Sanchez,
dres
1915.
Callitano Sena, Manuel J.
Charles U. Strong,
Smith, Wm. A. Smith, Leandro Sala
Treasurer and
dar, Biton Trujillo, Moses S. Toon,
County
Collector for Mora
Grover B. Toon, Jose M. Tapia, Clin
New Mexico.
ton Traister, Daniel C. Traister, Jos.
Thomas, Telesfor Trujillo, Noberto
Vigil. Jose I. Valdez, Richard F. Wil
son, Geo. Wheeler, Wm. Wright,
OFFICIAL STATEMENT OF
SCHOOL BOARD
Wizard, Lula Warinner, Max
E. Youst.
Gilford
Weil,
a
of
Said bonds are for the erection
PAZ VALVERDE,
house and were authorized
Register U. S. Land
said
by a vote of 72 for and 15 against
Office, Clayton, N. M.
of
Bond issue by the qualiiled electors
d,

-

semi-annual- ly

.

--

i,q.,t

Ex-ollc-

Ex-Offlc- io

An-geli-

district.

Proceeds of sale of bonds to be used
Urw.tlv for said purpose,
VahiR of taxable property in said
$281,984.00

District,

Aessed Valuation

(1-- 3

of

the

Corn Cobs $1.00 a load.
Goodman Mercantile Co.

ow

$93,980.00
Tntnl Bonded indebtedness includ-

none.
Other indebtedness,
the
by
owned
Value of- property
$10.000.00
School District,
700
Prflsent nopulaiion
315
School population (1915)
This Scnool district comprises 240
square miles of cultivable land 15 per-- .
mere .are
cant under cultivation.
and
eleven miles of Railway track
one and a half miles of side track.
Farm land is worth $10.00 per acre
country
This is strictly a Dry farming
The
and not subject to irrigation.
bulk of the land has been settled within
Distho past five years.. The school
trict was created in the year 1904. We
estimate the assessed Valuation of
the District in 1915 will be one third
of $350,000.00.
Furthfer information may be had by
.

'
or-.Ch- arles

Everbody Reads
THE JOURNAL
Why? Because it Prints
Today's News Today
and Lots of it. And because it is independent
in politics and wears the
collar of no political party.

Eighty one dollars and Seventy
two cents, all payable at different
dates; said notes being for the Modern Equipment,
Coil in N. M
Largest
total sum of $831.72, and consti
Graduate Nurses.
tuting Sixteen.noles.
Drs. Noble & Doughty,
All ttersons are hereby warned
not to purchase said notes or any TUCUMCARI,
: N. M.
be

Tucumcari Hospital
X-Ra-

of them,

if-the-

it will

do so,

v

at their own risk, for said notes
are hereby specifically repudiated by me upon the grounds of
fraud, deception and without val
ue received.
This 1st day of February, 1915.
G. R. Burgedorff.

THE NEW

BARBER SHOP
New Bath Rooms and up to
,
date Fixtures.

Notice of Contest

ne

Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office, Clayton N. M.
Feb. 15 1915,
To Thomas C. Tabor of Hoy, N M

A modern Barben Shop.
Bath Room EsDeciallv fitted for

Contestee:
Ladies, Shampoo and Hair dressiug.
You are hereby notified that Feeling
ROV N. M. 33
Slnclior
'
O
lliunvi wlin
e
address, did on Dec. 31
his
1914, file in this office his duly corroborated application to contest and se- We
fía nt- cure the cancellation of your HE Serial No. 03407 made Mar.3 , 1908, for
Section 21
the N.Wi
N.
21
Township
liante 27E. N. M. P.
Meridian,' and as grounds for his con- la- tnc-- t
,o nllptres that Thomas
bor has wholly abandoned his said
H. E. ; that he wholly railed to compiy
;th
law under which he is seeking
W tliP
tiHp- that he has failed to reside up
on cultivate or improve the same;that
tbp ahove mentioned delects exist anu
two years
T,QnvistPl
uavw v'w' for more than
hereof
date
the
to
up
last past and
nounea
You are, therefore turtner
t.ilfl snifl allegations will be taken
Roy, N. M.
111UU
Viv this office as having been confessed
G R. Burgedorff, Prop,
by you, and your said entry will be
v,oii0ii thereunder without your
New Management Newly Furfurther right tobe'heard therein, either nished and Equippeed,
before this office or on appeal, if you
Special accommodations for
twenty
fail to file in this office within
days after the FOURTH publication of Transcients.
ansthis notice as shown below, your
meeting
wer under oath, specifically
allegation of
and responding to . these
.. .
)hat
- time
contest, or n
you
that
proof
due
office
to file in this
on
answer
your
of
copy
have served a
persuu
ui
the said contestant eitner in
is
service
this
If
mail.
registered
by
cupy
ox
a
ui
delivery
the
made by
your answer to the contestant in poison, proof of such service must be
either the said contestant s wuua.
rlrp.ment of his receipt of the
or
copy . showing the date of its receipt,
the affidavit of the person oy wnomune
and
delivery was made stating when
ü
i
J
u
mdu
where the copy was delivered;
ser- bv registered mail, proof of such
vice must consist oltne amuavii,
person by whom the copy was manea
e
to
and the
affidavit
this
which it'was moiled, and
must be accompanied by the postmaster's r'edeipt for the letter.
You should state m your answer tne
name of the post office to which you
ioyuu. Attorney at Law,
desire future notices to De j-sent
:
- r
i
U S. Commissioner.
jegii-e-4.v.
jfaz ,t
vaiverue,
1915
13
Feb
publication
Date of first
New Mex.
- - --

BEDS.
have Four Eie

post-offlc-

ly Furnished Beds for
Trancient Customers.

Weatherill &
Jenkins, Prop's

-- --

-

Commercial
Hotel.

w

C3

Automobile Livery
in Connection.

. .

And Still
Another

Carload Brilliant
Lump Coal. $5.00
wo a ton. G. M. Co.

j

60 cts.

A

MONTH

BY MAIL

D

--

O. II. Kerns, Sec.y.
Roy, N. M,

County Treasurer,
Mora, New Mexico,

y

post-offic-

'

U. Stiong,

The Roy Cafe
,

ju

$8,OOC.OO

addressing,

N,

io

San-e.he- z,

A

TO WHOM IT MAY
You will take notice that
I, G. R. Burgedorff, proprietor
oí the Commercial Botel, of Roy
Emilia Romero Proprietors
N. M., have and do hereby give
Good Meals. 25cts
public notice of my repudiation
and refusal to honor or pay cer- We .feed you well and treat you right
tain promissory notes executed Next to the Bank, Roy.N. M.
Nicely Furnished Sleeping
by me of various dates, in favor
of Mrs. John O. Gallegos, and Rooms in Connection.
now in her possession, alhmade
or the sum of Fifty Dollars, ex
cept one which is for the sum of

Albuquérque
Morning Journal

.S. Durrin,

.

i

2d

3d
'

4th''

"

"

"Mar.

20
27
6

"

Solano,
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COMMANDS BIG ARMY

YOUNG SOLDIER

PROVES A HERO
F

Carries Colonel to Safety and Returns Under Fire tor Rescue

:s::í5k.xÍjw-

tí::

Englishman.
SUCCORS

A

DYING

)

GERMAN

Í

French Boy's Thrilling Deed That May
Win the Victoria Cross of Great '
Britain Cyclist Wins French
Decoration.

y

London.

The Daily Chronicle pub-

lishes' the following from its special

best to get you the British Victoria
Cross.'
"For the two nations have become
one by bloodshed and bravery dis
played, and, in addition, a little Inci
dent which I can relate will show that
there is a precedent for a union of
honors as there is evidence of a com
plete union of hearts.
"In the British expeditionary force
there is an English soldier, a member
of a cyclist corps, who is proud to
wear upon his breast the 'medaille
milltalre of the French army.
"The story of the stirring incident
has been told to me by Henri Roger, a
young soldier of the Fifth infantry,
who saw it from the trenches and who
is now lying wounded in hospital here,
"During one of the engagements
last week on the River Alsne, the Fifth
was holding an intrenched position
and was faced in the distance by a
strong force of the enemy. To the
right and left of the opposing forces
were large clumps of trees, in one o:
which a force of English troops had
taken up a position, a fact regarding
which the Germans were unaware. In
the other wood, it was soon discovered,
lay a considerable body of German
infantry with several machine gun sec
tions.
"A road ran beside the wood In
which the enemy lay hidden, and
along it a force of French Infantry was
seen to be advancing. How were they
to be saved from the ambush, into
which they were marching? That was
the problem, and it was a difficult one,
"Every time the French troops in
the trenches endeavored to signal to
their oncoming comrades, hidden Ger
man sharpshooters 'picked off the slg
nalers. Soon the position seemed to
be almost desperate; every moment
the Intrenched French soldiers ex
pected to hear the hideous swish of
the Maxims mowing down their un
suspecting comrades.
"Suddenly, however, something happened which attracted the attention
of the French and German trenches
From the wood where the English lay
hidden a cyclist dashed the English,
too, had seen the danger, and a cycllát
had been ordered to carry a message
of warning to the advancing French
column, several hundreds strong.
"The cyclist bent low in his saddle
and darted forward; he had not gone
a hundred yards before he fell, killed
bV' a
German bullet A
minute later another cyclist appeared,
only, in a second or two, to share his
comrade's fate.
"Then a third the thing had to be
done! The bullets whizzed round him,
but on he went over the
zone.
The Frenchmen held their
breath as they watched the gallant
cyclist speeding toward the French

correspondent at Angers:
"Jean Berger, 'simple soldat of thei
Second regiment of infantry, should,
after the war, be Jean Berger, V, C.
He is a Frenchman yes, but listén to
his story.
"He, a boy of about eighteen years
of age, lies In hospital here, wounded
badly, but not dangerously, in the
Gen. Sir lan Hamilton Is in comside and also in the hand.
mand of the home army of Great Bri"Jean Joined the Second regiment of
infantry, which was soon under orders tain. He has a force of 500,000 men
drilling in defense work all around the
for Upper Alsace.
in readiness for a possible Ger"It was during one of the almost islands
man Invasion.
Innumerable fights which, battles in
themselves, are making up that
Homeric struggle of the nations on
"Then human nature could stand no
the River Alsne that the colonel lead- more, and all three fell, utterly exing the gallant Second was shot down. hausted, in a heap together.
All
Machine guns were raking the quickly through the long night, a night conthrown-utrenches; showers of rifle tinuously broken by the roar of canbullets
were
falling everywhere non, death watched over that strange
around.
With that heroism which sleeping place of the three comrades
takes account of nothing save the ob of three great warring nations.
ject in view, Jean rushed out of his
"In the morning shells bursting near
shelter to carry his colonel to safety. them aroused the English officer and
"Through a rain of leaden death he the French soldier. Their German
passed scatheless, reached his colonel, neighbor was dead, and for a long
and carried him to safety.
time they could only wonder how the
aay of battle was going. When the
Back Through Hall of Lead.
"As he was performing his glorious forenoon was well advanced they saw
act he passed an officer of the Grena- Germans advancing.
dier guards wounded severely in the
Jean, who can speak German,
leg, who called out for water.
called out, We are thirsty; please
' "'All right!' cried Jean, Til be back give us something to drink.' He was
heard by some officer of uhlans, who
in a minute or two.'
"He put the colonel in the shelter rode up, and, dismounting and coverof a trench where the Red Cross men ing them with his revolver, asked
were at work, procured some wine what was the matter.
" 'We are thirsty,' replied
from one of the doctors, and set forth
Jean.
"The German looked at the little
again to face the bullet showere And
group. He saw his countryman lying
again he went out untouched.
"Reaching the English officer, Jean dead with an f empty flask beside him,
heid up the flask to the wounded man's and guessed what was the scene of
lips, but, before he could drink, a bul- comradeship and bravery which the column.
let struck the young Frenchman in spot had witnessed. He gave instruc"The Frenchmen could not resist a
the hand, carrying away three fingers, tions to an orderly, and wine was loud 'Hurrah!' when they saw the
and the flask fell to the ground. Quick- brought and given to the two wounded daring cyclist dismount on reaching
ly, as though the flask had merely men. Surely, that is a scene and a
the officer in command of the troops
slipped out of one hand by accident, deed which will wipe out many a bit- which
he had dared death to save.
Jean picked it up with the other; and, ter thought and memory of war!
officer heard the message and
"The
"Just then the cannonade burst
supported by the young Frenchman,
at a glance. He
forth again with tremendous fury, and took in the positiontwo
the English officer drank.
Instantly, and
gave an order or
"While he was doing so a bullet the German force which had come up turned to the Englishman.
drilled Jean through the side. Yet, had to retire. Shells were soon burst"Then was there a fine but simple
In spite of the intense pain, he man- ing all around, and fragments struck battle picture which should live.
aged to take off his knapsack, and, the English officer. He. became de"The French officer saluted the galsearching in it, discovered some food, lirious with pain, and the. young lant fellow standing by the cycle.
which he gave to his English comrade.- Frenchman, stiff, feverish, and weak Then, with a simple, movement, took
"As the guardsman was eating, he himself, saw that it was necessary to
the 'medaille militaiire' the Victoria
and Jean discovered that near them do something to bring the officer to a Cross of France from his pwn tunic
wac a wounded German soldier, who, place where he would be safe and and pinned it on the coat of the Engrecovering from the delirium , of would receive attention.
"Jean tried to lift the Englishman, lishman. glad,' young Roger told me
wounds, was crying out for food and
'"I am
drink. The Englishman, taking the but found that he had not sufficient when he had finished relating the
flask which had still some wine in it, strength left to take his comrade on story, 'to have lived to see that deed,
and also the remainder of the food his shoulder. So, half lifting him, and It was glorious!' "
dragging and rolling him at times, the
from the Frenchman's knapsack,
brought the
aged, though suffering great pain, to gallant little piou-pioSelf Lighting Cigar.
roll himself along till he reached the wounded English officer nearer and
Berlin. "Haben sie ein streichholz?"
spot where the German soldier lay. nearer to safety and help. The Jour--i
in the German
. But nn loneer is heard
There, however, he found he was, by ney was two miles long!
(matches in
Streichhoelzer
trenches.
himself, too weak to give the poor at last it was over.
to
necessary
are"
longer
no
English)
May Get Victoria Cross.
fellow anything.
smoke.
Sell
to
who
desires
soldier
the
Wo
men came upon some
"The
"So he shouted to Jean to come to
his assistance, and, though movement trenches occupied by the allied forces; lighting cigars perfectos with match
could only be at the cost of great they were recognized and taken in heads embedded In the end are being
pain, the young Frenchman managed, charge by an officer of the English distributed by tens of thousands
too, to reach the place, and together, Red Cross. They had both Just enough among the soldiers.
Englishman and Frenchman, succored strength left to shake hands and say
It is the man who takes himself too
the dying German. One held him up good-by'
ceriously
I
through
this,'
live
that ges laughed at Pittspoured
wine
between
said
"'If
the
the
while
other
officer of the guards, 'I shall do my burgh Sun.
bis parched lips.
.

'
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TO SERVE WITH LUNCH
SUGGESTIONS FOR DISHES EASY
TO COMPOUND.

Will Frequently Be Found Valuable
In Emergencies That All House-wive- s

Experience
Piquant
Suggestions From France.
Hors d'oeuvres are an essential part
of the French dejeuner, but here they
are not often served at the family
luncheon. They are often convenient,
however, to eke out and give a little
appetizer to a luncheon that might
otherwise be scanty, and a few goodJ
ideas for hors d'oeuvres and savorless
are valuable for the housewife. Here
áre a few sample recipes that can be
made and worked Into a luncheon at
the last moment:
Deviled Sardines. Take .sardines,
warm them in their own oil, add a
little lemon Juice, season highly with
salt, pepper and English sauce, serve
very hot on, small rounds of toast
Savory Toast. Chop very finely, or
run through a meat chopper, any
pieces of cold chicken, eet, ham or
tongue. Pound to a paste with the
yolks of two hard boiled eggs, a piece
of butter, pepper, salt, a little Chutn
ney and Worcestershire. Spread rath-- ;
er thickly on thin strips of toast and
set in the oven to heat.
Cheese Canapes. Cut bread lntor
pieces
an inch thick, then'
stamp them into circles with a biscuit
cutter. Saute the bread in r. little
butter until it is of an amber color om
both sides. Cover the slices with a
thick layer of grated cheese, sprinkle!
with salt, pepper and a dash of cay-- t
enne. Fifteen minutes . before the!
time to serve place them in the oven
for a few minutes to soften the
cheese.
Anchovy Canapes. Spread strips of
fried bread with a thin layer of anchovy paste. Sprinkle over the top
alternate rows of the white ani yolks
of hard boiled eggs chopped very fine.
bardine canapes are made by pounding the sardines to a naste. spread
ing it on strips of fried bread and
sprinkling the tOD with some sort of
chopped pickle.
Stuffed Eaas. Cut hard joiled eees
in halves. Take out the volks care
fully and mix them with an equal
quantity of softened bread crumbs:.
season highly with a little butter, salt
ana pepper. Moisten with any sauce;
add a little raw egg. Fill the whites
from which the yolks were taken.
round off the tops smoothly, slice a
small piece off the bottom, so that the
eggs will stand upright, and serve.
Any flavoring or seasoning that is
liked may be added to the mixture for
stuffing eggs mayonnaise, mustard,
mushroom, tomato, or thev may ba
mixed with French dressing.
one-ha-

lf

,

Potato and Onion Salad.

Pare and cut potatoes into thin

slices, parboil until done but not
washed. Drain and pour on a shallow
dish.
Now take centers of hnllpfl
onion rings, mash with a fork, add a
sifting of salt and pepper, then mix
with enough boiled dressing to make
a. smooth, rather thick emulsion. Sift
salt and pepper over the potatoes.
then cover with the dressing and let
it stand for an hour to ripen. This is
a nice luncheon dish and can be
served with rings of hard boiled eggs,
cured bacon or boiled ham.

u

.
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-
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Whole Wheat Bread.
'
One tablespoonful lard, one table- spoonful sugar, one teaspoonful of salt,. .
one cupful each of boiling water and.
hot (not boiling) milk, a yeast
f
cupful of warm
in
water, one cupful of white 41our, three cupfuls of whole' wheat flour, or
enough to make a soft dough. Mix,.
cake-dissolve-

one-hal-

knead for ten minutes, cover and let
it rise in an even temperature to twice
its first bulk. 'Make Into small loaves,,
place In greased pans, let rise an hour:

or until puffy, and bake.

.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,

NOTICE

F0É PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior.

i.

Ü. S. Land Office

at Clayton,

N. M.

Department of the Interior
January 23,1915.
U, S Una Office, Clayton, N; M.
NOTIC9
hereby
given that
la
'
Feo, 8, 19Í5.
James W. Johnson, of Roy.Mora counTV MelvilitE. Tiller, of Solano, ty, New Mexico, who, on April 25th,
You 1908, and who on June 8th, 1909,
New Mexico, Contestee:
are hereby notified that Alfred L, made Homestead Entry Serial No.
who gives Solano, New 06959, and additional, No. 08433,
Newman
e
address, for NW34, and NE, Section 27,
Mexico, as his
in this Township 20N, Range 2?E, N. M. P.
file
1915,
did on Jan. 27th,
Office his duly corroborated applicaMeridian, ihas filed notice pf inten
cancelsecure
the
and
contest
to make Three Year Proof, to estion
to
tion
E.
No.
H.
your
tablish claim to the land above deslation of
4909
12,
Out.
made
cribed, before F. II. Foster, U. S.
Serial No. 09431,
post-offic-

íor NWiSWi,

&

NJ-N- wi

SWi-NW-

i

Township 19N
tlarige 26 East, N. M. P. Meridian,
and as grounds for his contest he alMelville E. Tiller,
leges that said
has deserted and totally abandoned
said land, hasmaJe no improvements
and has never cultivated 'said land,
that said defect exists and has existed
for two years last past and
down to and including Ihe present time
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
by this office as having been confessed
by you, and your said entry will be
canceled thereunder without your further right to be heard therein, either
before this office or on appeal, if you
fail to file xn this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication
' of this notice, as shown below, your
answer, únder oath, specifically meeting and responding to these allegations of contest, or if you fail within
'that time to file in this office duo proof
that you have served a copy of your
answer on the said contestant either
in person or by registered mail. If
this service is made by the delivery of
a co'py pf your answer to the contestant in person, proof of such service
must be either the said contestant's
written acknowledgment of his receipt
of the copy, showing the date of its
receipt, or the affidavit of the perso
bv whom the delivery was made stat'
ing when and where the copy was de
livered; if made by registered mail,
proof of such service must consist of
the affidavit of the person by whom
the copy was mailed stating when and
the postofflce to which it was mailed,
and this affidavit must be accompa- '
nied by the postmaster's receipt for
the letter.
Section 24,

-

SE,

Commissioner, ,at his office at Roy
New Mexico, on the 12th dayof
'
March, 1915.
1915.
Claimant names, as witnesses: Wm.
Claimant 'name's ' as . Witnesses:
Bowman, R. W. Bouldare, Irvin
Herman Goodman, 'bi íloy, Mora
Sr., and J, G. Reed,.all of Roy, couhty. New Mexico., A'nlceto Gomez,
New Mexico,"
of Roy, Mora 'coiinty, New Mexico.
John Schneider, 'of Roy, Mora county,
PAZ VALVERDE
y
Register. New Mexico, Alfredo Lucero, of Roy.
Mora oiíifoy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
Register.
V. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,
Notice For Publication
January 23, 1915.
hereby
given
NOTICE Is
that Department of the Interior,
James W. Arnold, of Roy, New Mex- U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
ico, who, on February 1st, i'910,'
January 16, 1915.
made Homes' 3ad entry, Serial, No. Notice is hereby given that Hugh C.
010368, for
and
Mitchell, of Roy, N. M. who on
and the E.a SW, Section 34, Nov. 6 '11 made HE No. 013509 for
Township 18N, Range "2 GE, N. M. P. the SÉ and NEl Section 33.
Meridian, has filed notice of inten
Township 21 N
tion to make Thíeé Year Pr v f, to e- Range 27 E. NM P Meridian has
tablish claim, to. the land nbove des filed notice
of intention to make Final
cribed, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
three year proof, to establish claim to
ominissioner, at Roy, Isew Mexlo
the land above described before
on the 12th day of March, .1915.
F. H, Foster,, U. S. Commissioner at
names a
Claimant
witnesses' Roy, New
Mexico, on the 8th day
Henry Stor e, P. J. Laumo u h, Luther
of
March. 1915.
Paines, and W. S. Arnold, all of Roy.
Claimant names as witnesses-New Mexico.
P Moore
J H Mitchell
PAZ ALVERDfe '
C C Nugeu
J M Elder
Register.
"!

.

Og-de- n,

,
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NE,

-
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All
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

January 16, 1915.
NOTICE is hereby given that Trin
idad McGriath, of Roy, New Mexico,
who, on February 10, 1911, made
Homestead entry, Serial, No. 012085,
for WV2 NW, Sec. 27, and B
NEV4, Section 28, Township. 21 N.
Range 25E, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make
three year proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
Roy, New Mexico, on the 8 th day of
March, 1915.
Claimant names ps witnesses: E.
J. H. Roy, Juan Casaus, Fidel Mon-toyand Adolfo Montoya, all of Roy,

You should state in your answer
the name of the postoffice to which
you desire future notices to be sent to
you.
Paz Valverde, Register.
nata of 1st nublication. FebLl 20,T 1915
Li 191)
2d
ü
ii
Mar
" 3d
New Mexico.
it
it 13, ii
" 4th
LA

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, j, m.
January IB, 1,515'
NOTICE is hereby given
that
Stanislaus Rychlefski 0f Roy, Mora
County, New Mexico, whov on March
1st, 1910, mads Homestead entry
Serial, No. Q10811, .for the NWy4;;
Ey2 swy4v swyv NEy4; Nwy
Section 11, Township 19 N7
Range 25E N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to . make
three year Final proof, to establish
claim to, the land above describid,
before W. H. Willcox, U. S. ' Commissioner, at his office at Ro.'iSiew
Mexico, on the 6th day 'bt, March,

a,

-

PAZ VALVERDE

Register

of Roy,

Notitffor Publication
Department of the Interior,
U.S.Land 'Office, Clayton, New Mex.
Feb. 8, 1915.
NoticeMs hefefey given that Miguel
Antonio Mcmtoya ot Roy, N. M. who ,
tóadé HE No. 012005, for
'Set 4 and 7&8 Section, 5,
Township 20 N.
Range 25 East,
íÍm.'K Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final three-yea- r
Proof
to establish his claim to the land abuve
described, before F II Foster
U. S, Commissioner, athisoffle in Roy,
M. on the 27th dáy of Mar 191,5
Claimant names as witnesses,
on'8-2-

5,

;Lbts

Adolfo Montoya Reynaldo Montoya
Celedón Esquibel Anastacio Esquibel
All of Roy NM
Paz Valverde,
3-2-

2--

Notice for Publication
Department of Interior.
U.

S. Land Office at Clayton N.(M

Jan.

.

12

1915

Notice Í3 hereby given that Cristoba
who
Martinez of Roy N. M.
on Feb, 5tn. 1912, made HE Ser. No
014360.

for

Wi-S- E

Si-S-

NE1-S-

Sec, 24

.NE1
Nwl S 25 Two, 19NRnsr26ElNMP. M.
has filed notice of intention to make
&

SEJ-N-

SWi-N-

El

&

three Year Proof to establish claim to
the land above described, beforetW.H
Willcox, U.S. Commissioner at Roy,
N. M. on the 24th day of Feb, 191&.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Doroteo Martinez Enrique Martinez
Irenio Martinez
Epitacio Gonzalez
All of Roy N. M.
Paz Valverda
Register.
123
--

2-- 20

Department of the Interior
Land Office at Clayton, N. M

U. S.

Troup, of Solano, New Mexico,
on February 3rd, 1910 and
May 16, 1912, made Homestead and
entries,
serial Nos
Additional
anidi NW
010382, 014715, for SW
Section 28, Township 19N, Range 28
E, New Mexico Princip,al Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
D. S. Durrin, U. S. Commissioner, at
Solano, New Mexico, on the 8th day
of March, 1915.
Claimant names as witnesses: An
drew S.. Troup, of Solano, New Mex
ico, Francis M. Hughes, of Solano,
. .ew Mexico,
Mart L. Woods, of
Mosquerro, New Mexico, Oscar A,
Murphy, of Mosquerro, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

,

Register

.

Ior Publication.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Feb. 13, 1915
Notice Í3 hereby given that Jose V.
Martines of Albert N M who on Nov
16,07&Mar. 5 1913 made HE' Serial
no 015429 Add'l 05856 for
SWi-SE- J
NW1-SW- Í
',
10 Twp 20N Rn? 28E
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final three year proof
to establish claim to the land above
described, before W. H. Willcox U S
Commissioner at Roy N.M
on the day of 3 . April 1915.
claimant names as witnesses:
Nasario Baca
Decederio Gallegos
Manuel Mascarenas Doroteo Martinez
Roy, N M
of Albert N. M.
Paz Valverde,
0
Register.
SJ-S-

.wi-NE- J

&Si-NWl.se-

c.

3--

N. M.,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Paz Val verde,

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe N. M.,
Feb. 13, 1915.
Notice
Notice is hereby given that Gabriel
Department of the Interior,
Martinez of DeHaven N.M.twho on 3
U, S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
8
1910, made HE. 07494 Adl.
Feb 8th 1915 Serial No. 010795 for Si-SSec. 11
Notice is hereby given that Pember ton
14 Si-SSec 12
P.Blake, of SolanoN.M.who on
Section 13Twp. 21N Rng 29E N. M. P
made HE No 01582 & 010771 Meridian has filed notice of intention
for NEJ & NWil Sec.ll Twpl9N Rng to make three Year Proof, to establish
28 E. N, m.p. Meridian, has hied notice claim to the land above described, be
of intention to make final three year f o r e U. S. Commissioner W. H.
proof, to establish claim to the land Willcox at his office, at Roy, N. M.
above described, before, F. H. Foster on the 3rd day of April 1915.
U. S. Commissioner at his office at
Claimant names as witnesses:
Roy, N. M. on the 26 day of Mar.
Juan Belarde
Samuel Quintana
1915.
Gallegos
Decederio
Pedro Gallegos
Claimant names as witnesses:
all of De Haven N. M.
Hugh A Murphy
O. A. Murphy
Paz Valverde,
.W. R. Bradley
MarkL Woods
Register.
All of Solano N. M.
Paz Valverde,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Register

Register,

7

1--

For Publication.

1-- 09

EJ

Efc-N-

10-5--
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January 16, 1915.
NOTICE is hereby given that Gold-i- e
wiho,

0

Notice

2-- 20

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

5&Í6

3--

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. It
Notice is heredy given
Jan,13, 1915
that Henry Clay Bentley of Mills,
and
N.M. who, on
made Homestead entry No, 07397 and
Addl' 017622 for SEJ and SWJ
Sec. 5. Twp. 21 N Rng. 26E. N.M.P.
Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make
three Year Proof, to establish claim
to the landabove described, before
US Com'r at
F H Foster
Roy N M on the 3b
09

1915.
day of Feb
Claimant name3 as witnesses.
M. S. Derentz
G. W. Hewlett
J. E. La Rue
fiftn. Cochrane
Mexico,
New
all of Mills
Paz Valverde
Register.
Register.
2--

3--

3--

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,
Feb. 13 1915.
Notice is hereby given that William
Carlisle Bradley of Mosquero ,New
Mexico, who on Dec ,15 1910
012101 & Add'l 014046
made HE.
9
andSWJ Sec. 10, Twp.
SEJSec.
Meridian
19N, Rng. 28 E NMP
has filed notice of intention
to make final three year proof, to estab
lish claim to the land above described,
before F. H. Foster. U S. Commissioner at his office at Roy N. M. on
the 3rd day of Apr. 1915.
Claimant names as witnesses;
O A Murphy
WR Bradley
of Mosquero N, M.
P Blak
T J Himann of Roy N.' M,
'
Paz Valverde
Register.
10-20--

2--

3--
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